


ABSTRACT 

Design and Structural Characterization of Self-Assembling Triple Helical Heterotrimers 

by 

Jorge A. Fallas 

The design of self-assembling ABC-type collagen mimetic heterotrimers is 

challenging due to the number of distinct species that can form in a ternary mixture of 

peptides with a high propensity to fold into triple helices. Given the required one amino 

acid stagger between adjacent peptide strands in this fold, a ternary mixture of peptides 

can form 27 triple helices with unique composition or register. Using a combination of  

X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy, we carry out a detailed study on pair-wise 

interactions between positively and negatively charged amino acids in triple helices. We 

find important differences in the side chain conformation of amino acids in the crystalline 

and solution state. Two types of contacts with distinct sequence requirements depending 

on the relative stagger of the interacting chains are observed: axial and lateral. We 

demonstrate that axial interactions can be used to bias the population towards a desired 

target through an in-depth structural characterization of a previously designed ABC 

heterotrimer from the Hartgerink laboratory. Despite the formation of the desired targer 

the NMR analysis shows that homotrimeric helices are also present in the peptide 

mixture. We  modified the previous design protocol by including residues at  positions 

that allow for axial contacts between the first and third chain of the desired target state 

while destabilizing the competing homotrimeric state. These changes lead to a system in 

which only ABC heterotrimers fold but the presence of two registers of the desired 



composition is confirmed by NMR experiments. Finally, we use a computational strategy 

to accomplish the formation of a single-register ABC heterotrimer. By maximizing the 

energy gap between the desired target state and the next most stable competing state 

while minimizing the stability of the target state using a simple sequence-based stability 

function, we are able to select sequences that selectively fold into one of the possible 27 

states. This approach successfully yields sequences that fold into single-register triple 

helices and they are characterized using CD and NMR spectroscopy. 
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Preface 

Supramolecular chemistry is a new discipline that aims to utilize non-covalent, 

cooperative interactions to build well-defined complexes using molecular building 

blocks. One of the most important ideas behind the advances in this field is the encoding 

and propagation of information through complementary chemical interactions. Concepts 

like preorganiztion, where synthetic restrictions are placed on the designed molecules to 

adopt conformations that facilitate complex formation and self-assembly, where 

molecular recognitions motifs are utilized to induce the formation of particular 

macromolecular structures from smaller, non-covalently bound protomers are two of the 

most important examples of information transfer through rationally designed chemical 

interaction potentials. The building blocks in supramolecular chemistry have diversified 

from synthetic macrocycles to biologically inspired molecules such as peptides and lipids 

which has led to a  tremendous growth in the field and the preparation of novel self-

assembling structures and materials.    

Despite of all the advances in the synthetic realm of supramolecular chemistry our 

level of control over self-assembling systems is crude compared to that attained by the 

molecular machinery found in cells. Living organisms also utilize non-covalent 

interactions to encode and propagate information but  through millions of years of 

evolution they have achieved an unparalleled level of complexity and precision.  Proteins 

are exceedingly interesting from a chemical perspective because naturally occurring 

amino acids contain different moieties that can  engage in a variety of non-covalent 

interactions. Thus, a protein’s amino acid sequence, which is naturally selected due to 

evolutionary pressures, contains information in the form of complementary, non-covalent 
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interactions that allows it to reliably adopt intricate three-dimensional structures or 

selectively bind particular partners. The underlying principles that direct the behavior 

observed in proteins have been thoroughly studied from a theoretical physics perspective. 

The advances in this field have lead to important hypothesis about the inherent shape of 

the process’ energy landscape as well as  the emergence of practical concepts like the 

stability gap requited between a protein’s native three-dimensional structure and other 

plausible conformations, which can utilized in the laboratory to  design new amino acid 

sequences  and proteins with novel folds or functions. 

During the course of my doctoral research I have been exposed to these novel 

concepts working in a laboratory that utilizes short peptidic sequences and ideas from 

supramolecular chemistry to build functional biomaterials. Particularly, I have been 

working with the most abundant protein folds in the human body: the collagen triple 

helix. The main goal of my work in the Hartgerink laboratory has been to design, 

synthesize and characterize triple helical peptides that are able to self-assemble into well 

defined heterotrimeric states while avoiding the formation of undesired competitors  and 

this thesis describes the different steps that were required to achieve this goal. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction∗ 

1.1 The Collagen Protein Family and Collagen Mimetic Peptides 

The collagen protein family encompasses some of the most abundant proteins in the 

human body.1 They are large multi-domain proteins found in the extracellular matrix 

(ECM) and are known for providing structural stability to a variety of tissues. There are 

28 known isoforms of collagen in the human species,2 found in a wide variety of tissues 

such as cartilage, bones and skin3 and are arranged in carefully crafted supramolecular 

structures that range from planar sheet-like networks to fibrils and fibers in order to fulfill 

specialized functions.4 Collagens are usually classified into five groups, according to 

their supramolecular morphology, as 1) fibril forming, 2) fibril associated containing 

interrupted triple helices (FACIT), 3) beaded filament, 4) anchoring fibril, and 5) network 

forming and transmembrane collagens.5 Despite the vastly different architectures that 

they adopt, all proteins in this family share a common structural domain known as the 

collagen triple helix. The triple helix is formed by polypeptide strands, known as alpha 

chains, that adopt a left-handed type II polyproline helix conformation and wind around 

each other to form a tightly packed right-handed super-helix. Collagens can be either 

homotrimers, with identical sequences for all alpha chains (AAA) or heterotrimers that 

can include either two distinct sequences (AAB) or three distinct sequences (ABC) in 

their triple helices. From a biochemical perspective, collagens are interesting because 

they participate in cell-ECM interactions through specialized receptors with a high 

                                                        
∗ This chapter is largely based on the following publication: 
Fallas, J. A.; O'Leary, L. E.; Hartgerink, J. D. Chem. Soc. Rev. 2010, 39, 3510-3527. 
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affinity to proteins in a triple helical conformation.6,7 Furthermore, collagen turnover, a 

process required for ECM remodeling (and associated with both homeostatic processes 

such as angiogenesis8 and pathologic conditions like arthritis, periodontal disease and 

cancer metastasis)9 is mediated by a specialized set of matrix-metalloprotease (MMPs) 

that require the triple-helical conformation to be effective.10 From a supramolecular 

chemistry perspective, the collagen protein family is an interesting subject because the 

proteins in it are able to adopt a wide variety of complex and multi-hierarchical 

supramolecular structures but the mechanism by which these are achieved is not well 

understood. 

Despite their importance it is very difficult to study the structure, assembly and 

biochemistry of natural collagens because of the inherent heterogeneity of their native 

environment11 and the size of collagenous proteins, which ranges from a few hundred to 

over one thousand amino acids per alpha chain. To overcome these difficulties, smaller 

synthetic peptides that adopt a triple helical fold have been used for decades to study the 

molecular structure,12 stability13 and biochemistry14 of the collagen triple helix as well its 

further self-assembly into higher-order structures.15 These smaller systems, usually 

referred to as Collagen Mimetic Peptides (CMPs), are better suited for high-resolution 

structural techniques such as X-ray crystallography16-19 and nuclear magnetic resonance 

(NMR) spectroscopy20-23 and have led to major advances such as the first high-resolution 

triple helical structure24 and the interaction mechanism of collagenous proteins with cell 

surface receptors such as the I-domain of the α2β1 integrin.25 Despite having gained 

considerable knowledge on the structure and stabilization of the triple helical folding 

motif and how it interacts with cell-surface receptors using short model peptides there is 
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still much left unknown. Significantly, much published work uses homotrimeric collagen 

mimics, which are good models for some collagen types like fibril forming collagen type 

II and III found in cartilage and skin respectively. However, very little work is available 

on heterotrimeric triple helices primarily because, until recently, there was no 

straightforward method for their assembly. Some of the most abundant proteins within 

the collagen family are heterotrimers, like type I found in bones and teeth (AAB 

heterotrimer) and type IV, the major component of basement membranes (both AAB and 

ABC varieties exist), making heterotrimer research very promising to gain a deeper 

understanding of these important proteins. 

 

1.1a Synthesis and Characterization of Collagen Mimetic Peptides 

The design of CMPs is based on the sequence of natural collagens, following its 

three amino acid repeat of the form X-Y-Gly, where the X position is predominantly 

occupied by proline and the Y position is most commonly 4R-hydroxyproline, a post-

translationally modified amino acid with a hydroxyl group on the γ-carbon of the proline 

side chain (single letter code O and the three letter code Hyp). Because 4R-

hydroxyproline is not encoded in the standard genome and the systems available for 

protein biosynthesis, until recently, lacked prolyl hydroxylase, the enzyme responsible 

for the transformation, CMPs have been mostly produced by chemical synthesis. The first 

CMPs were synthesized with the advent of the solid phase peptide synthesis 

methodology26 (SPPS) in the 1960’s. Initial efforts showed that synthetic peptides with 

the sequence (PPG)10 behaved like natural collagen in terms of the temperature 

dependence of their optical rotation properties (ORD).27,28 Unlike natural collagens, the 
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synthetic peptides were able to produce single crystals29 that yielded diffraction patterns30 

consistent with the fiber diffraction patterns obtained for natural collagens,31,32 

corroborating their similarities at the molecular level and validating their use as mimics 

of collagenous proteins. 

CMPs are usually synthesized using standard N-(9-fluorenyl)methoxycarbonyl- 

(Fmoc) based SPPS, including the use of benzotriazole coupling reagents and piperidine 

for Fmoc deprotection. Some modifications are required to maximize the yield of 

difficult couplings, particularly the sequential coupling of imino acids. This can be 

addressed by coupling triplets instead of amino acids33 or increasing the coupling time, 

utilizing a mixture of diaza(1,3)bicyclo[5.4.0]undecane and piperidine during the 

deprotection.34 An alternative approach is the implementation of double couplings for 

imino acids in the X position when the Y position is occupied by proline or a proline 

derivative. For particularly difficult or expensive sequences, like those including 

isotopically enriched amino acids, manual couplings using low loading resins and more 

reactive coupling reagents like HATU tend to improve the yield and facilitate 

purification. Recent advances in microwave assisted SPPS have also been implemented 

for CMP synthesis.35  

After cleavage, peptides can be purified by reverse phase high-pressure liquid 

chromatography (HPLC) using C18 or biphenyl columns with a water-acetonitrile 

gradient.36 The pure peptides are usually characterized by matrix adsorption assisted– or 

electrospray ionization-  time of flight (MALDI-TOF, ESI-TOF) mass spectrometry. An 

appropriate matrix for MALDI-TOF measurements in the mass range of most CMPs is 

α−cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic.  
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The association of the peptides is usually characterized by circular dichroism (CD) 

spectroscopy. The signature spectrum for triple helical assemblies includes a maximum 

around 225 nm and a minimum around 190 nm. The exact position of the extrema is 

sequence dependent and may vary by a few nanometers when comparing different 

assemblies. Other common methods used to study the supramolecular assembly of CMPs 

are solution NMR and X-ray crystallography. CMPs up to ten triplets can be readily 

characterized using homonuclear experiments but it is difficult to obtain correlation 

spectra for longer peptides due to their anisotropic tumbling in solution and thus longer 

peptides require the use of 15N- and/or 13C- labeled amino acids. For X-ray 

crystallography studies CMPs have been notoriously difficult to crystallize but recent 

developments including the use of polyethylene glycol as a co-precipitant have been 

successful in producing well-ordered crystals.  

 

1.1b Triple Helical Structure 

Early attempts to determine the molecular structure of collagen were based on fiber 

diffraction data of stretched kangaroo37 and rat-tail38 tendon collagen fibers. 

Ramachandran used the diffraction patterns to estimate a fiber period of 28.6 Å39 and 

used it to put forth the first triple helical model of collagen.40 The proposed model had 

the correct basic features, involving three left-handed chains super-coiled around each 

other but it overestimated the number of hydrogen bonds present per tripeptide unit. This 

structure was later revised by Rich and Crick41 on the basis of their findings for the poly-

glycine helix42 to the structure that is currently accepted.43 Simultaneously, Cowan et. 

al.38 proposed a very similar model in the context of their work on the poly-proline type 
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II helix.44 The structure proposed by Rich and Crick and Cowan et al. was later found to 

be very similar to the structure of the synthetic (PPG)10 peptide, which was refined to a 

low resolution electron density map based on single crystal diffraction data.24 The first 

high-resolution structure (1.9 Å) of a collagen triple helix was not available until the 

early 1990’s when Brodsky and co-workers45 solved the structure of a triple helical 

peptide, validating the Rich and Crick model (Figure 1.1a). 

The primary structure of the triple helix contains a three amino acid repeat (X-Y-

Gly), requiring glycine as every third amino acid. Each of the component chains forms a 

polyproline type II left handed helix that associates with two other chains to form a 

tightly packed right handed superhelix stabilized through a hydrogen-bonding network 

and van der Waals interactions. The hydrogen-bonding network goes along the backbone 

of the polypeptide chains, perpendicular to the helical axis, between the carbonyl group 

of the amino acid in the X position in one chain and the amide nitrogen of glycine in a 

different chain (Figure 1b). To allow for tight packing of the chains and to maximize the 

contact area for van der Waals interactions, glycine, the third amino acid in every triplet, 

is always facing towards the core of the helix (Figure 1c). This forces the chains to 

assemble in a staggered manner, offset by a single amino acid, so that there is always a 

glycine residue in every cross-section of the helix taken perpendicular to the helical axis.
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Figure 1.1. Triple helical structure (a) Cartoon, surface and space filling models of the 
(POG)10 structure (gray = P, purple = O, cyan = G)  (b) Hydrogen bonding network, 
highlighted by the dotted lines (c) Glycine interactions at the core of the triple helix. The 
chains are colored as follows in (a) and (c): leading strand-dark gray, middle strand -light 
gray, trailing strand-white. (d) Schematic of the prototypical POG sequence highlighting 
dihedral angles. All structural models are based on the (PPG)10 crystal structure (PDB 
1K6F46) , modified to include hydroxyproline following the protocol described in Fallas 
et al.47 

 

The predominance of imino acids in the X and Y positions of collagenous 

sequences can also be understood in terms of its structural consequences. The pyrrolidine 

ring in proline and its derivatives can adopt two different conformations (endo or exo) 

that fix the χ1 and ϕ dihedrals. The χ1 dihedral is the torsion angle that describes the 

rotation along the Cα-Cβ bond in the amino acid side chains while the ϕ dihedral 

describes the rotation around the N-Cα bond in the peptide backbone. For the endo 
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conformer the dihedral values are 19° and -75°, for χ1 and ϕ respectively and the exo 

conformer has a χ1 value of -6° and a ϕ value of -68°.20 The ϕ value of the endo 

conformer coincides with the value observed for residues in the X position of the triple 

helix and conversely, the ϕ value of the endo conformer agrees with the ϕ dihedral for the 

Y position in the triple helix. It is not surprising, then, to find that the pyrolidine ring in 

proline, the most common amino acid in the X position of collagens, has a slight 

preference to adopt the endo conformation or that 4R-hydroxyproline, the most common 

amino acid found in the Y-position in collagens, adopts preferentially the exo 

conformation.  

 Despite sharing the same structural elements, there is a significant historical 

difference between the triple helical models derived from native collagen and CMPs: the 

helical symmetry. The Rich and Crick model proposed on the basis of fiber diffraction 

data is a 10/3 helix, a helix with 10 scattering units (30 amino acids) and 3 helical turns in 

each axial repeat,32 with an axial repeat (or fiber period) of 28.6 Å. The single-crystal 

diffraction structures derived from CMPs have an axial repeat of 20 Å with 7/2 helical 

symmetry, containing 7 scattering units (21 amino acids) and 2 helical turns in each axial 

repeat.32 Both helices have the same unit height, or translation along the helical axis per 

tripeptide unit, at 2.86 Å,48 but have different unit twists with the 7/2 model being more 

tightly wound than its 10/3 counterpart (Figure 1.2). One difficulty with this difference is 

that the fiber diffraction data does not contain enough reflections to determine the axial 

repeat unambiguously and can be explained with either model,49 making both structures 

suitable candidates for the correct structure of native collagen even if they have not 

always been considered on equal footing in the literature. 
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Figure 1.2. Triple helical symmetry. (a) 7/2 helix (b) 10/3 helix. Figure reproduced from 
Okuyama et. al.49 
 

Some light was shed on this question with the solution of high-resolution structures 

of CMPs that included sequences taken from natural collagens. Such peptides require N- 

and C-terminal flanking regions to drive the formation of stable triple helical assemblies 

and may include any amino sequence taken from a natural collagen in the middle. An 

example is the T3-785 peptide50 that contains amino acids 785-796 from human collagen 

type III, with the sequence ITGARGLAG and is flanked by three repeats of the POG 

sequence at the N- and C-termini. An analysis of the helical symmetry of this peptide 

demonstrated that the guest region, which has a very low content of imino acids, agrees 

better with the looser 10/3 model than the 7/2 model.51 Conversely, the imino-acid rich 

flanking regions show a 7/2 helical symmetry, similar to the imino acid rich peptides that 

were used for previous crystallographic studies.16,17,46 Since then, other crystal structures 

that include guest sequences from natural collagens and show a similar behavior have 

been solved.52,53 Thus, the experimental evidence points towards both structures being 
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correct and the helical symmetry in the collagen triple helix varying along the main axis 

depending on the imino acid content of a particular stretch 

The conformation of CMPs in solution has been studied by multi-dimensional NMR 

experiments. Using the prototypical POG sequence, Brodsky et al.20 found two sets of 

spin systems for each residue type with 80% of the triplets being in a similar chemical 

environment and thus having identical chemical shifts. Furthermore, using nuclear 

Overhauser effect spectroscopy (NOESY) they were able to analyze the topology of the 

molecule. Comparing the NOE crosspeaks measured for these triplets with the ones 

expected based on the fiber diffraction model the authors concluded that the solution 

conformation of the peptide is similar to that present in the fibers. The remaining 20% of 

the triplets were assigned to a less ordered form of the helix present on the termini of the 

molecule. 

1.1c Triple Helical Stability  

In the same way that CMPs have been integral in uncovering key features of the 

triple helical structure, they have also helped reveal non-covalent interactions that 

stabilize this structure. The central feature of CMPs used to compare their stabilities is 

the unfolding temperature, measured through CD, ORD melting studies or calorimetry 

experiments. As previously mentioned, proline and hydroxyproline are the two most 

abundant amino acids in the X- and Y-positions of collagenous proteins, respectively. 

The importance of hydroxylation, specifically hydroxyproline as opposed to 

hydroxylysine, to triple helical stability was initially reported over 25 years ago in 

thermal melting studies performed on digested collagen type I.54 The necessity for O to 

be in the Y-position within the collagen triplet as opposed to the X position was proven 
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by the inability of the CMP (OPG)10 to fold despite the fact that both (PPG)10 and 

(POG)10 form stable trimers.55 There are two leading arguments to explain the increased 

thermal stability provided by the presence of hydroxyproline in the Y-position of the 

collagen triplet: stereoelectronic effects and water mediated hydrogen bonding. 

Schematic representations of the two theories are shown in Figure  1.3. 

 

Figure 1.3.  Triple helical stabilization mechanisms. (a) Hydration network of a triple 
helical peptide containing hydroxyproline (pdb 1CGD). Water molecules involved in 
inter-strand bridges are represented as large cyan spheres and water molecules involved 
in intra-strand water bridges are represented by small purple spheres. (b) Structure of a 
triple helical peptide containing 4R-methylproline and 4R-fluoroproline (pdb 3IPN). (c) 
The endo ring pucker can be observed in 4R-methylproline residues and the exo ring 
pucker in 4R-fluoroproline residues (fluorine is depicted green). 

 

In 1994, Brodsky reported the first high resolution x-ray crystal structure of a 

derivative of (POG)10 containing a single glycine to alanine mutation.45 Along with 

several key observations on the puckering of the proline and hydroxyproline residues, 

endo and exo respectively, the most significant observation from the high resolution 

structure was a well defined hydration shell in which hydroxyproline bonds with water 

instead of engaging in direct contacts with other amino acids. Based on this observation it 

was suggested that the hydroxyl group present in hydroxyproline allows for water 
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mediated hydrogen bonds thus stabilizing the CMP triple helix. In 2001, the x-ray crystal 

structure of a CMP containing a sequence from collagen type III showed the presence of 

water-mediated hydrogen bonds that connect the N-H of an amino acid in position X to 

the carbonyl oxygen of the glycine residue.50 Thus through a series of X-ray crystal 

structures on CMPs, the hydration shell surrounding this protein fold was elucidated and 

more importantly, the fact that the structure is enhanced by water-mediated interactions 

and the ability of hydroxyproline to form bonds with water, not just other amino acids.56  

Raines has argued that the stabilizing effect of hydroxyproline is largely a 

stereoelectronic effect.57-60 This argument is based on a series of papers studying proline 

derivatives with electronegative substituents in the γ-carbon such as 4R-hydroxyproline 

and 4R-fluoroproline (Flp) that compare the thermal stability of different triple helices: 

(PPG)10, (POG)10 and (Pro-Flp-Gly)10. The stability of the CMPs was highest in (Pro-Flp-

Gly)10 with a melting temperature of 91 °C and lowest in (PPG)10 which melted at 41 °C, 

with (POG)10 in-between the two with a melting temperature of 69 °C.59,60 As mentioned 

in section 1.2b the pucker of the pyrolidine ring in imino acids controls the ϕ backbone 

dihedral and can adopt two different conformations, one that suits the requirements of the 

X position and one that is more apt for the Y position of the triple helix. Proline shows a 

slight tendency to adopt the endo conformer with a ϕ dihedral corresponding to the X 

position and this tendency can be reinforced by either adding a bulky substituent, such as 

a methyl group, to the γ-carbon in the R configuration or an electronegative group, like 

fluorine or a hydroxyl group, in the S configuration (Figure 1.3c). On the other hand 

electronwithdrawing groups, like the hydroxyl and fluoro groups in 4R-hydroxyproline 

and 4R-fluoroproline with R configuration favor an exo ring pucker (Figure 1.3c) that 
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preorganizes the ϕ value towards the dihedral observed for the Y position of the triple 

helix. Overall, by choosing the right stereochemistry in the proline derivatives to drive 

the endo and exo conformations in the X and Y positions respectively, one can pre-

organize the backbone dihedrals and reduce the entropic penalty for triple helical 

formation leading to a stabilization of the folded state. While the merits of hydrogen 

bonding versus stereoelectronics have been argued as competing theories for the 

stabilization of the collagen triple helix, both likely play a role with stereoelectronics as 

the main component contributing to the higher stability seen in hydroxyproline 

containing systems. 

While examining the hydrogen bonding network surrounding hydroxyproline in 

CMPs, Brodsky et. al. explored how single amino acid mutations affect the stability of 

triple helical assemblies. The melting temperature of a library of peptides containing all 

possible single point mutations in the 4th triplet of a (POG)8 template were recorded.61,62 

The most important finding from this work is that mutations from P or O to any other 

naturally occurring amino acid in a triple helical sequence will cause a decrease in the 

melting temperature of the resulting assembly. Other observations from this work include 

the correlation between stabilities observed and the occurrence in fibril-forming collagens 

of the residue in the specific position of the collagen triplet and the predominance for 

negatively and positively charged amino acids to have higher melting temperatures in the 

X and Y positions respectively. The X position is known to be more solvent exposed63,64 

and thermodynamic calculations performed on the 1996 melting data of hydrophobic 

residues showed that the preference for the X position is entropically driven.62 However, 

the driving force for the prevalence of negatively charged residues in this position was 
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initially unclear. In order to explore this question, CMPs containing double mutations in a 

(POG)9 template were synthesized using charged and hydrophobic amino acids.65 The 

experimental thermal stabilities collected from CD melting studies were compared to the 

predicted unfolding temperature based on the contributions from individual triplets. The 

most surprising result from this study was the high stability seen for the CMPs containing 

GPKGEO or GPKGDO. In both peptides, lysine is the positively charged amino acid in 

the Y position and a negatively charged residue, glutamic acid or aspartic acid, is in the X 

position. Computer modeling on the GPKGEO peptide, shown in Figure 1.4, revealed the 

close proximity of the side chains of the charged amino acids allowing for cross-chain 

hydrogen bonding. This work laid the framework for a large portion of the current 

research on synthetic triple helical peptides and will be expanded upon in the coming 

Chapter 2. 

 
Figure 1.4.  Computer models of pairwise interactions between lysine and glutamic acid 
made to explain the increased thermal stability of GPKGEG-containing homotrimeric 
CMPs.65 The model is based on the (PPG)10 crystal structure (PDB 1K646) , modified to 
include charged residues and minimized following the protocol described in Fallas et al.47 
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A different approach that has been widely utilized to study sequences with low 

triple helical propensities is the templated assembly of triple helices. This method utilizes 

small organic molecules attached to the peptides to drive the trimerization of the helix 

(Figure 1.5). Molecules with three reactive moeities such as cis,cis-1,3,5-

trimethylcyclohexane-1,3 acid (KTA)66,67, tris(2-aminoethyl)amine (TREN)68, 

tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethyl (TRIS)69,70 and triserine lactone (TSL)71 have been used 

to maintain the peptide chains close to one another and promote their assembly into triple 

helices. An interesting consequence of the use of such scaffolds, particularly KTA, has 

been the successful incorporation of peptoid N-isobutylglycine, in the X and Y position 

of a triple helix72-76. Other related approaches include the use of disulfide bridges77,78, 

lysine-lysine cross-linking79, metal ion coordination sites80,81 and alkyl chains82,83 to 

promote triple helical nucleation. A recent review by Greg Fields goes into the details of 

the synthetic protocols utilized for these constructs and readers interested in this aspect 

are referred to this document as this beyond the scope of this thesis.34 

 

 

Figure 1.5. Chemical Structures of small molecules commonly used for the templated 
assembly of triple helical peptides. (a) KTA (b) TRIS (c) TREN (d) Triserine. 
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1.2 Heterotrimeric Collagen Mimics 

Despite some of the most abundant collagens in nature being heterotrimeric the 

first heterotrimeric CMPs were not reported until the mid 90’s using Lys-Lys covalent 

tethering,84 about thirty years later than their homotrimeric counterparts. In the last ten 

years different strategies have been used to synthesize heterotrimeric CMPs to study 

collagen degradation, integrin binding and connective tissue diseases. The major 

approaches to heterotrimer synthesis and findings from these studies will be discussed in 

the next two sections.  

 

1.2a Covalently-linked Heterotrimers 
 

The most common approach for the covalent synthesis of heterotrimeric CMPs 

has been regioselective disulfide bridging.85 The synthetic procedure has been described 

in detail elsewhere86 and is depicted in Figure 1.6. For this approach a single cysteine 

residue is required in the leading and in the lagging peptide strands, as well as two 

cysteines in the middle strand. The general procedure involves the protection of the two 

cysteines in the middle chain using the tertbutylthio (StBu) and acetamidomethyl (Acm) 

groups, meanwhile the cysteines in the leading and lagging strands are protected with the 

StBu functionality. The StBu derivatives can be readily deprotected by reducing the 

disulfide bond using tributylphosphine (PBu3) to yield free thiols. The free thiol in the 

middle strand is then activated using 2,2’-dithio-di(5-nitro)pyridine (Npys2) to yield the 

5-nitropyridil-2sulefenyl (Npys) cysteine derivative which can readily react with a free 

thiol from another strand  leading to the covalent crossliking of two of the peptides. The 
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Acm group in the second position is subsequently deprotected using Npys-Cl to yield the 

Npys derivative in the second position which in turn readily reacts with the free thiol in 

the third strand completing the heterotrimer. This approach has been successful in 

synthesizing heterotrimers with POG triplets at the N-terminus as triple helical nucleating 

sequences followed by guest sequences from heterotrimeric collagens with the register 

fixed by the C-terminal cysteine knot.  

 

 
Figure 1.6. Regioselective cysteine chemistry for heterotrimeric CMP synthesis, full 
names of protecting groups and reagents are available in section 3.1. Adapted from 
Renner et al.87 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One of the sequences studied using this approach corresponds to the matrix 

metalloprotein-1 (MMP-1) and MMP-8 cleavable site from type I collagen, which 

includes residues 772-784. Collagenases perform a highly selective and conformationally 

dependent scission of the peptide bonds between glycine and leucine in the α1 chain and 

glycine and isoleucine in the α2 chain (amino acids 775 and 776). Peptides were designed 

to include the type I sequence, an N-terminal nucleation domain (POG)n, with values for 

n of 3 and 5. The peptides were fixed in the α1α2α1 register using the cysteine knot 

strategy described above.88,89 All the heterotrimers fold into triple helices but their 

thermal stability is dependent on the length of the nucleation sequence, with melting 

temperatures ranging from 9 °C to 41 °C respectively, with the C-terminal domain of the 

longer peptide only forming a partially ordered structure as shown by NMR 

experiments.90 Enzyme digestion assays performed at room temperature on the peptides 

showed that MMP-8 proteolysis of the partially-folded CMP is efficient but the 

completely unfolded trimer shows a very slow process. Conversely, MMP-2, also known 

as gelatinase A, cleaves the unfolded peptide preferentially.91,92  

The integrin binding sequence of the most abundant form of collagen type IV, an 

AAB heterotrimer, is located between residues 457-468 and amino acids in different 

chains are thought to be important for binding. Peptides containing the type IV sequences 

flanked by three POG repeats at the N-terminus and two at the C-terminus were 

synthesized to study the binding of this sequence to the α2β1 integrin.93 Using the cysteine 

knot approach two different heterotrimer registers were synthesized and tested for their 

integrin binding affinity. The experiments showed that the CMP with the α2α1α1 register 

shows a slightly higher binding affinity than the α1α2α1 register.94 Interestingly, the 
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α2α1α1 register has been proposed on the basis of fluorescence resonance energy transfer 

measurements of cyanogen-bromide derived fragments extracted from type IV collagen.95 

The thermal stability and folding rate was also found to be register dependent with the 

α1α2α1 register showing a higher melting temperature and higher rate constant.96 The 

change in melting temperature can be partially explained by the work on self-assembled 

heterotrimers driven by electrostatic interactions that will be described in the next 

section. The sequences used to study α2β1 integrin binding contain several lysine and 

aspartic acid residues, but only in the α1α2α1 do they have the correct three-dimensional 

arrangement to form an inter-chain salt-bridge similar to the ones that drive the formation 

of the heterotrimers discussed below. 

  
1.2b Self-assembled Heterotrimers 

Self-assembly of heterotrimers have two challenges that are not faced by 

comparable homotrimeric assemblies: control over composition and register. 

Heterotrimers can be either AAB or ABC depending on the number of unique peptide 

chains used. In both cases control over composition is required in which the desired 

composition is favored while the undesired composition is disfavored. For example, 

peptides A and B may associate to form either A2B or AB2 heterotrimers or either of the 

two homotrimers, A3 and B3. A mixture of A, B and C peptides is even more 

complicated, potentially leading to any of ten different triple helical compositions 

including three homotrimeric helices (A3, B3, and C3), any of six possible two component 

heterotrimers (A2B, AB2, A2C, AC2, B2C, and C2B) or the desired ABC heterotrimer. But 

the problem is made even more complicated by the issue of register. The three peptides of 

the collagen triple helix are offset from one another by a single amino acid creating 
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leading, middle and lagging strands. In a homotrimer, it makes no difference which 

peptide is in which position as they all have identical sequences. For heterotrimers, 

however, each composition can be formed in several different registers. For example a 

triple helix with the composition AAB could be any of three different registers (AAB, 

ABA or BAA) while a triple helix with the composition ABC could be any of six 

different registers (ABC, ACB, BAC, BCA, CAB, or CBA). Figure 1.7 shows a scheme 

of all triple helical registers and compositions possible in a ternary mixture of peptides.  

 

 

Figure 1.7. Schematic representation of the 27 different triple helices that can form in a 
mixture of 3 peptides with unique sequences.  
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Early studies performed on heterotrimeric self-assembled CMPs had some major 

shortcomings such as low thermal stability97 or lack of specificity with respect to 

composition and register. An annealed mixture of (POG)10 and (PPG)10 peptides shows 

the formation of heterotrimers but with no control over the composition of the 

assemblies.98 Brodsky synthesized a peptide system with POG flanking regions and 

sequences from the α1 and α2 chains of collagen type IV in the interior that forms a AAB 

type heterotrimer visible by CD, DSC and NMR97. Although this was one of the first 

examples of a self-assembled AAB type collagen triple helix, a significant difficulty with 

this design was the low thermal stability of the system, 14.5 °C. Longer peptides 

containing type IV guest sequences and C-terminal cysteine knots to stabilize the self-

assembled heterotrimer through disulfide bridges showed a mixture of several registers 

when analyzed by solution NMR.99 Raines and co-workers were able to form a self-

assembled heterotrimer from (PPG)7 and a peptide containing fluoroproline derivatives 

with the appropriate stereochemistry for the X and Y positions. Despite having a large 

degree of pre-organization, the fluoroproline containing peptide failed to fold into a 

stable triple helix due to unfavorable steric interactions arising from the fluorine atoms. 

The inclusion of (PPG)7 is able to mitigate this effect by spacing the fluorine atoms and 

the two peptides form a triple helix in a 2:1 ratio.100 While having control over the 

composition, nothing is known about the register of triple helices self-assembled with this 

method. 
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Figure 1.8. Strategy for the self-assembly of heterotrimeric CMPs with (a)ABC and (b) 
AAB composition.  
 

A different approach to the problem using oppositely charged amino acids to drive 

the self-assembly of a stable heterotrimeric CMPs has been successful in our group to 

minimize many of these problems. Experiments mixing three peptides: one with charge 

+η, one with charge – η and a neutral peptide, show that a zwitterionic ABC triple helix 

can be formed (Figure 1.8a). The effects of different values for η were inspected for 

CMPs with 10 triplets using arginine and glutamic acid as the charged moieties and the 

prototypical POG sequence as the neutral species.101 The peptides were designed to 

include the positive amino acid in the Y position of the (X-Y-Gly)n triplet and the 

negative amino acid in the X position because this arrangement is most commonly found 

in natural collagens. From these experiments, it was found that the peptides with η = 10 

including 20 mutations from the prototypical (POG)10 sequence formed the most stable 

ABC heterotrimers. In order to optimize the heterotrimeric assembly, other plausible 
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charge pairs were studied following the same design pattern and it was found that lysine–

aspartate interactions provide the most stable heterotrimer, with a melting temperature 

only a few degrees below that of a (POG)10 homotrimer.101,102 The structural 

characterization of this system and shortcomings of the design protocol will be the main 

focus of Chapter 3, while improvements towards its selectivity for a specific ABC-type 

triple helix will be discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.  

This approach has also been used as the basis to design a new host-guest system to 

study the effects of OI mutations on the thermal stability and folding rate of 

heterotrimeric triple helices, which mimic collagen type I.103 In the new host-guest 

system the flanking regions are composed of five triplets of the designed sequences, 

which direct triple helical self-assembly though electrostatic interactions and the guest 

region of nine amino acids from type I collagen. This new model system allows for both 

α1 and α2 sequences to be included and thus the effects of one or two mutations in the 

triple helix to be assessed (in contrast to homotrimeric models which must have either 

zero or three mutations) making this model a more accurate representation of the 

disease.104 The results showed that the first mutation causes a drastic drop in thermal 

stability but subsequent mutations, although still lowering the thermal stability, have a 

less pronounced effect. 

The approach of driving heterotrimeric assemblies through electrostatic interactions 

was also successful in producing an AAB heterotrimers. Mixing two peptides with a -5 

charge, (EOGPOG)5, and one with a +10 charge, (PRG)10, results in the formation of a 

zwitterionic AAB triple helix (Figure 1.8b).105 An interesting feature of this system is that 

the heterotrimer is the most stable assembly in the system, which is not the case in for the 
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ABC heterotrimers studied. Furthermore, this peptide assembly shows a greatly improved 

thermal stability when compared to other AAB self-assembled peptides available in the 

literature.97,100  
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Chapter 2: Stabilizing Pair-wise Interactions in Triple Helical Proteins1 

Triple helical proteins have a high content of imino acids, glycine and charged 

amino acids1. The latter are important because they participate in molecular recognition 

events2, stabilizing pair-wise interactions3,4, and the packing of triple helices into 

staggered arrays5,6. From a perspective of molecular design, understanding the 

mechanism by which ionizable residues stabilize this protein fold and participate in 

packing interactions would serve as valuable tool to rationally bias the self-assembly of 

designed  CMPs to a particular heterotrimeric or fibrillar target states. Host-guest CMPS 

containing an imino acid-rich region at the termini and a guest region which follows the 

PKGXOG motif , where X is either glutamic or aspartic acid are ideally suited for this 

purpose. In this chapter we use a combination of X-ray crystallography and nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to study the conformation of the side chains 

both in solution, where inter-strand interactions are important in determining the thermal 

stability of the helix and in a crowded macromolecular state, where inter-triple helical 

contacts play a large role.  

2.1 Circular Dichroism Melting Studies 

As mentioned in the previous section, when considering only naturally occurring 

amino acids, sequences of the form (POG)n self-assemble into the most stable triple 

helices in an aqueous environment. It is known that any point mutation in the X or Y 

position from this template will destabilize the resulting helix7.  Particularly mutations 

                                                        

1 This chapter is based on the following publication: 
 
Fallas, J. A.; Dong, J.; Tao, Y. J.; Hartgerink, J. D. J. Biol. Chem. 2012, 287, 8039-8047. 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from O to K destabilize the helix by 10 °C, while mutations from P to D and P to E by 7 

°C and 4 °C, respectively. Despite this fact, previous studies have shown that double 

mutations will have different effects on the stability of the triple helix. Studying peptides 

of the form (POG)3XYGX’Y’G(POG)3 Brodsky et al. found that some sequences 

containing double mutations involving oppositely charged amino acids approximately 

behave as expected from an addition of two point mutations  and some that exhibit a 

higher thermal stability. In particular, the sequences PKGEOG and PKGDOG  were 

found to be highly stabilizing3, while the sequence EKGPOG and DKGPOG were not8. 

The difference in thermal stability is hard to explain based on the pairing of oppositely 

charged residues because molecular models showed that in both cases it is geometrically 

possible for the charged moieties to come in contact. Because peptides containing the 

XKG amino acid sequence do not provide a particularly high thermal stability we will 

focus on the KGX case. The melting curves for each of the two peptides containing the 

KGX guest sequence were repeated (Figure 2.1) and they agree were with the results 

available in the literature. The peptide sequences and melting temperatures, as 

determined by the minimum in the first derivative of the melting profile with respect to 

temperature, are available in table 2.1.  
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Figure 2.1. CD spectroscopy. CD melting curves and derivatives with respect to 
temperature for the a) KGE peptide and b) KGD peptide.  

 Sequencea Tm (°C)b 

KGE (POG)3PKGEOG(POG)3 51 
KGD (POG)3PKGDOG(POG)3 48 

                                                                  aHighlighted amino acids are 15N-labelled. bThe melting temp- 
                                                erature is defined here as the minimum in the derivative of the 
      circular dichroism melting curve.  

Table 2.1. Peptide Sequences, abbreviations and melting temperatures. 

2.2 Crystallographic Studies 

To understand the differences between both sequence motifs (KGX vrs XKG) we 

focus on the structural characterization of host-guest triple helical peptides containing 

lysine-glutamate (KGE peptide) and lysine-aspartate (KGD peptide) salt bridges. By 

means of X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy we are able to study the side-

chain interactions in two different stages of the life of a collagen molecule and find 

important differences in their conformation that give insight into the different functions 

that the same residues can perform during the life-span of a single triple helix. The X-ray 

studies serve as an example of the triple helix in a crowded molecular environment, akin 

to the one found in the supramolecular architectures made by tightly packed triple helices 

in collagen fibrils.   
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2.2a KGE Crystal Structure 

KGE readily crystallizes around neutral pH in a tacsimate buffer. The structure of 

the peptide was solved by molecular replacement and contains two anti-parallel triple 

helices in the asymmetric unit packed in a quasi-hexagonal lattice. As is commonly 

observed in triple helical peptides the structure shows some disorder at the termini9, 

evidenced by the B-factors obtained for the terminal triplets (Figure 2.2a and c). This is 

particularly pronounced at the C-terminus, where poor density prohibited the modeling of 

the Gly24(C).  Table 2.2 summarizes the data acquisition and refining parameters. 

Figure 2.2. Overall structure of  a) KGE  and b) KGD. The guest regions of each triple 
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helix are highlighted in panels c) and d)  respectively. Atoms are colored by B-factors. 
Hotter colors signify higher B-factors.  All of the side chain atoms of the charged 
residues in the guest region were included in the final model but some of them show a 
higher degree of flexibility, as evidenced by their high B-factors. Image generated using 
pymol10. 

 

 

 3T4F 
(KGE) 

3U29 
(KGD) 

Data Collection 
 

  

Space GroupSS           Space Group P1 P1 
Unit   
Cell Dimensions  

  

      a, b, c  (Å) 14.1, 23.8, 
67.7 

14.2, 23.2, 
67.5 

      α, β, γ  (°) 95.0, 94.7, 
94.9 

94.3, 94.7, 
93.3 

Resolution (Å) 1.68  
(1.74 – 
1.68) 

2.00 
(2.05 –   
2.00) 

Completness 80.1 % 76.9 % 
Redundancy 1.1 1.1 
Rmerge 5.3 (12.0) 9.8(17.1) 
I/σI 19.4 21.0 
Refinement 
 

  

Resolution (Å) 1.68 (1.74-
1.68) 

2.00 (2.05-   
2.00) 

Total reflections 7957 4220 
Rwork/Rfree

¶ 19.5/20.8 23.9/25.0 
No. atoms   
     Protein 935 915 
     Water 218 180 
r.m.s deviation   
 Bond lengths (Å) 0.07 0.08 
 Bond angles  (°) 1.4 1.5 

         * Data in parenthesis corresponds to the highest  resolution shell.  
           ¶ 5% of reflections were included in the test set 

Table 2.2. Data Collection and Refinement Statistics. 
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The final model contains 935 peptide atoms and 219 water molecules and was 

refined to an Rwork/Rfree value of 18.9 / 20.7. Figure 2.3a) shows the contents of the 

asymmetric unit, highlighting the charged residues in the guest region by coloring lysine 

residues cyan, glutamic acid residues red and water molecules light blue. The 2Fo-Fc map 

contoured at 1.2σ is also shown as a transparent surface to illustrate the accuracy of the 

phases.  

Figure 2.3. Atomic structure of a) KGE and b) KGD. Contents of the asymmetric unit of 
the crystals highlighting the two anti-parallel triple helices. The position of the N- and C- 
of each helix is noted. The 1.68 Å 2Fo-Fc map in a) and 2.00 Å 2Fo-Fc map in b) is 
contoured at 1.2σ and depicted as transparent surfaces. Image generated using pymol10. 

 

Figure 2.4. Crystal packing and Molecular interactions of  KGE. a) Crystal packing of 
the KGE peptide highlighting the positions of the lysine(cyan) and glutamate (red) side-
chains. ). Side view of the areas highlighted by circles are depicted in the following 
panels. Triple helices oriented N- to C- terminus are shown in gray (A-leading chain, B-
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middle chain, C-lagging chain) and triple helices oriented C- to N- terminus in black (D-
leading chain, E-middle chain, F-lagging chain). b), c) Inter- and intra-helical hydrogen 
bonding networks involving the charged side-chains at the interface of  b) two parallel 
tripe helices and c) three anti-parallel triple helices. Amino acids are labeled using their 
three-letter code, sequence position and chain. Image generated using pymol10. 

 

In general three types of interactions are possible for each of the charged 

moieties: i) a salt-bridge or ionic hydrogen bond, where there is a direct contact between 

two oppositely charged residues ii) a hydrogen bond, where the charged side chain group 

shares a hydrogen with a neutral peptidic polar atom and iii) a water mediated contact, 

where a water molecule forms a bridge between the charged side chain moiety and 

another polar atom. The extensive network of hydrogen bonds observed in the quasi-

hexagonal crystal packing of our structure shows all three of these cases and selected 

examples are available in Figure 2.4. 

The contacts observed in the structure can be either intra-strand, inter-strand or 

inter-helical depending on the relative positions of the interacting amino acids. Figure 2.5 

shows different inter-strand and inter-helical contacts involving the amino acids in the 

guest region of the KGE crystal structure with symmetry equivalent positions denoted by 

color: triple helices depicted gray are looking down from the N-terminus in figure 

2.3(chains A-leading, B-middle and C-trailing) and triple helices depicted black are 

looking down from the C-terminus in figure 2.3(chains D-leading, E-middle and F-

trailing).  Panel a) shows an ionic hydrogen bond between Lys11(B) and Glu13(C). Panel 

b) shows the equivalent interaction in the second helix of the asymmetric unit. In this 

case Lys11(E) forms a hydrogen bond with the backbone carbonyl of Lys11(F) instead of a 

direct salt-bridge with Glu13(F). In panel c) the Lys11(F) side-chain also prefers a 

backbone hydrogen bond, in this case to the Hyp14(D) carbonyl, instead of the direct 
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hydrogen bond to the negatively charged Glu13(A) carboxylate. Panel d) shows a top view 

of the packing interactions involving the residues in panel b) to highlight the fact that 

although the Glu13(F) side-chain does not interact directly with Lys11(E) there is a water 

mediated hydrogen-bond between both residues. Further water mediated-contacts are 

observed between Glu13(F) and Lys11(A) and Glu13(A), with the latter two amino acids 

coming from distinct symmetry related helices.  

Figure 2.5 Inter-strand, intra-strand and inter-helical interactions in KGE. a),b) Inter-
strand hydrogen bonds involving the charged side-chains. c) Intra-strand hydrogen bond 
d) Top view of the packing interactions involving the residues depicted in b) and c). 
Triple helices oriented N- to C- terminus in figure 1 are shown in gray (A-leading chain, 
B-middle chain, C-lagging chain) and triple helices oriented C- to N- terminus in figure 1 
are depicted in black (D-leading chain, E-middle chain, F-lagging chain). Lysines are 
shown in cyan and glutamates in purple. Amino acids are labeled using their three-letter 
code, sequence position and chain. Images generated using pymol10.  
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Figure 2.6 Inter-strand, intra-strand and inter-helical interactions in KGD. a),b) Inter-
strand hydrogen bonds involving the charged side-chains. c) Intra-strand hydrogen bond 
d) Top view of the packing interactions involving the residues depicted in b) and c).  
Triple helices oriented N- to C- terminus in figure 1 are shown in gray (A-leading chain, 
B-middle chain, C-lagging chain) and triple helices oriented C- to N- terminus in figure 1 
are depicted in black (D-leading chain, E-middle chain, F-lagging chain). Lysines are 
shown in cyan and aspartates in purple. Amino acids are labeled using their three-letter 
code, sequence position and chain. Images generated using pymol10.  

 

2.2b KGD Crystal Structure 

KGD readily crystallizes around neutral pH in a tacsimate buffer. The structure of the 

peptide was solved by molecular replacement and it is similar to the KGE structure, with 

two anti-parallel triple helices in the asymmetric unit packed in a quasi-hexagonal lattice 

and higher B-factors at the termini (Figure 2.2b and d). The final model contains 915 

peptide atoms and 180 water molecules and was refined to an Rwork/Rfree value of 

23.9/25.0. Figure 2.3b) shows the contents of the asymmetric unit, highlighting the 

charged residues in the guest region by coloring lysines cyan and aspartates purple with 

waters are depicted in light blue. The 2.00 Å 2Fo-Fc map contoured at 1.2σ is depicted as 

a transparent surface. Table 2.2 summarizes the refinement statistics. 
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 Figure 2.6 shows different inter-strand, intra-strand and inter-helical contacts 

involving the amino acids in the guest region of the KGD crystal structure with 

symmetry equivalent positions denoted by color as previously described. Panel a) shows 

a salt-bridge between Lys11(A) and Glu13(B). Panel b) shows a similar interaction 

between Lys11(B) and Glu13(C), however, because of differences in the lysine side-chain 

conformation a second hydrogen bond between the amino group and the Lys11(C) 

backbone carbonyl is also possible. Panel c) depicts the Lys11(F) side-chain engaging in 

an intra-strand backbone hydrogen bond to the Gly12(F) carbonyl instead of a direct 

interaction with its nearest neighbor carboxylate. Panel d) shows a top view of the 

packing interactions involving the residues from panels b) and c) to highlight that even 

though Glu13(D) does not participate in inter-strand interactions it engages in several 

inter-helical contacts, including an ionic hydrogen bond and a water mediated contact to 

Lys11(F) in an adjacent, symmetry related helix. Furthermore, it shows Glu13(C) 

participating both in inter-strand hydrogen bonds, as described above, and in inter-helical 

contacts  with an ionic hydrogen bond to Lys11(E) and a water-mediated hydrogen bond 

to Lys11(F).  

2.3 Solution NMR Studies 

The NMR experiments serve as a model for individual collagens in solution. 

Using this technique it is possible to observe preferential pair-wise interactions between 

the different peptide strands within a single triple helix that serve to stabilize the native 

state. 

2.2a KGE Solution Conformation 
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The solution conformation of the KGE peptide was also investigated by means of 

multi-dimensional NMR experiments. In order to facilitate the analysis a 15N-labelled 

glycine residue was included in position 12 (table 2.1). The 1H,15N-HSQC spectrum of 

the system (Figure 2.7a) shows three distinct peaks for the triple helical assembly and 

also a monomer peak. 

Despite having a homotrimeric composition the one-residue stagger characteristic 

of this protein fold lifts the degeneracy associated with symmetry equivalent positions in 

the guest region of our triple helix, which is observed for the host region (Figure 2.8a). 

Because of the degeneracy observed in this region the NMR analysis will focus on amino 

acids Lys11-Glu13. In the following text when referring to a particular proton the 

superscript next to the three-letter code will denote its chain and the atom name will be 

given in parenthesis.  

 

 
Figure 2.7 1H,15N-HSQC spectra. a) KGE spectrum and b) KGD spectrum. Amino acids 
are labeled using their three-letter code, sequence position and chain (A-leading chain, B-
middle chain, C-lagging chain and M- monomer).  
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 The side chain conformation of the charged residues can be studied using the 

NOESY spectrum of KGE (figure 2.9). The glutamic acid residues in both chain B and C 

show a rather rigid conformation with distinct chemical shifts for each of the four side 

chain methylene protons (figure 2.9a). Besides the intra-residue NOEs each of these 

Glu(NH) protons shows cross peaks to the Lys(Hε) methylene in the preceding chain, 

which shows distinct resonances for each of its diasteriotopic protons (figure 2.9 c). It is 

possible to unambiguously assign the observed resonances to be LysA(Hε2)-GluB(NH), 

LysA(Hε3)-GluB(NH) and LysB(Hε2)-GluC(NH), LysB(Hε2)-GluC(NH), the latter pair 

showing stronger peaks.  On the other hand the glutamate in the leading chain shows 

distinct chemical shifts only for its β-protons while the γ-methylene presents a single 

chemical shift for both hydrogens indicating a more dynamic conformation. This residue  

lacks a resonance to the lysine ε-methylene of the lagging strand, which shows 

degenerate shifts for both ε-protons. In order to illustrate the side chain conformation 

observed in solution for the guest region of the KGE peptide a family of structures was 

generated to approximate the native ensemble of the triple helical assembly.  Molecular 

dynamics simulations were carried out starting from the crystal structure to sample 

alternate conformations, which were then subjected to a constrained minimization using 

distance restraints extracted from the NOE cross peak intensities. This methodology 

allows for efficient sampling of the relevant conformational space by biasing the 

geometry of the structures visited during the MD simulations towards the native free 

energy basin using experimental constraints derived from the NOESY spectra. It has been 

shown that molecular dynamic simulations can generate ensembles that show significant 

overlap with those obtained by a traditional NMR structure determination process11. We 
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do not attempt to treat these structures as a quantitative thermodynamic ensemble due to 

the difficulties associated with accurate computation of electrostatics to protein 

stability12.  

 
Figure 2.8 1H,1H-NOESY Spectra.  Strip of the spectrum showing the chemical shift of 
glycine in the host region for a) KGE peptide, b) KGD peptide and c) overlay showing 
the similarity observed between the host regions of both peptides. 
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 Figure 2.9 1H,1H-NOESY spectra. Strips of the KGE NOESY spectrum (panels a & c) 
and strips of the KGD NOESY spectrum (panels c & d). Panel a shows intra-residue 
Glu(NH)-Glu(Hβ,γ) resonances in KGE. Three columns can be observed corresponding to 
Glu(NH) in chain B, A and C. GluB(NH) shows cross peaks with GluB(Hβ) protons (red) 
and GluB(Hγ) protons (blue). GluA(NH) shows cross peaks with GluA(Hβ) protons 
(orange) and GluA(Hγ) protons (green). A similar pattern is observed for GluC(NH) 
column, although the peak corresponding to GluC(Hβ3) overlaps with the intense 
LysA,B(NH)-LysA,B(Hγ3) resonance. Panel c shows intra-residue Asp(NH)-Asp(Hβ) 
resonances in KGD. Three columns can be observed corresponding to Asp(NH) in chains 
B, C and A. The peaks near 2.78 (blue) and 2.30 ppm (red) that correspond to the 
correlation with Asp(Hβ3) and Asp(Hβ2) protons respectively. Panel c shows inter-chain 
Glu(NH)-Lys(Hε) resonances in KGE. Panel d shows inter-chain Asp(NH)-Lys(Hε) 
resonances in KGD. 
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 The 100 lowest energy structures were selected for the final ensemble with an 

overall backbone rmsd of 0.83 Å.  Figure  2.10 a-c shows the ensemble highlighting 

interactions between chains A-B (a), B-C (b) and C-A (c). It is possible to divide the 

observed contacts into two subsets based on their geometry. The first one includes 

contacts between chains A-B and chains B-C, specifically Lys11(A)-Glu13(B) and 

Lys11(B)-Glu11(C) and will be referred to as an axial interaction since the interacting side 

chains are arranged along the helical axis (Figure 2.11a), leading to a geometry that 

facilitates the formation of ionic hydrogen bonds between the charged side chains. 

Furthermore, there is a slight difference in the interaction between chains A-B and B-C, 

which can be observed in the NMR ensemble of the assembly as depicted in Figures 3a 

and 3b, with the B-C interaction presenting a higher degree of conformational flexibility. 

In terms of sequence this interaction occurs between a lysine residue in position n and a 

glutamic acid in position n+2 in subsequent chain of a triple helix, provided that the 

lysine is either in chain A or B. The axial interaction between chains C-A, although 

possible, requires a different amino acid sequence, namely for glutamic acid to be in 

position n+5 in chain A if lysine occupies position n in chain C.  Instead, we observe a 

lateral interaction between the two remaining chains (Figure 2.11b), which is 

characterized by a larger degree of conformational flexibility. In this case there is a 

competing interaction between the Lys11(C)-Glu13(A) salt bridges and  a Lys11(C)-

Hyp14(A) hydrogen bond involving the lysine Hζ protons and the hydroxyproline 

backbone carbonyl. While it is possible to satisfy both contacts simultaneously, some 

conformers sampled interacted with neither. The corresponding lateral interaction 
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between chains A-B or B-C is also possible but would require for glutamic acid to be 

inposition n-1 (in chain B or C) if lysine is in position n (in chain A or B respectively).  

 

Figure 2.10 NMR Ensembles. a-c) KGE ensemble and d-f) KGD ensemble. Interactions 
between the charged residues in chains A-B (a,d), B-C (b,e) and C-A (c,f) are 
highlighted. The reweighted atomic density for each ensemble13 is depicted as a semi-
transparent surface at a value of 40% and 10 representative structures are shown as a 
backbone trace with the lysine (cyan), glutamic acid (red) and aspartic acid (purple) 
residues depicted in a cpk model. Amino acids are labeled using their three-letter code, 
sequence position and chain (A-leading chain, B-middle chain and C-lagging chain).  
Images generated using vmd-xplor 14.  
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2.2b KGD Solution Conformation 

The solution structure of the KGD peptide was also studied by multi-dimensional 

NMR experiments. The 1H,15N-HSQC spectrum of the system (Figure 2.7b) also shows 

three distinct peaks for the triple helical assembly and two monomer peaks, which we 

ascribe to cis-trans isomerization of the prolyl amide bonds surrounding the guest 

region15. As for KGE, the host region (Figure 2.8b) shows mostly degenerate peaks and 

thus further analysis will focus in the guest region (Lys11-Asp13). 

 Again, the side chain conformation of the charged residues is studied using the 

NOESY spectrum (Figure 2.9b and d). In this case all three aspartic acid residues show 

similar conformations with distinct chemical shifts for the Asp(Hβ2) and Asp(Hβ3) protons 

(Figure 2.9b). Inter-chain NOEs are also observed between AspB(NH) and AspC(NH) and 

the LysA,B(Hε) protons, which show a single chemical shift for both methylene protons. 

Based on structural constraints it is possible to assign the resonances to be LysA(Hε)-

AspB(NH) and LysB(Hε)-AspC(NH). There is no comparable resonance between chains C 

and A (Figure 2.9d). 

 An NMR ensemble was also generated for this peptide sequence using the same 

methodology described earlier with modified coordinates to include aspartic acid. Figure 

6 d-f shows the 100 lowest energy structures, which have an overall backbone rmsd of 

0.91 Å. The conformations observed mirror those of the KGE ensemble, presenting both 

axial interactions between chains A-B and B-C and lateral interactions between C-

A(Figure 7). The KGD ensemble shows no significant difference between the axial 

interactions. Furthermore, there are few geometries with salt bridges between chains C-A, 
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instead the Hζ atoms of lysine interact preferentially with the backbone carbonyl of 

Hyp14(A) and Asp13(A). 

 

 

Figure 2.11 Molecular models highlighting the different contact geometries observed in 
triple helical proteins. a) Axial interaction between lysine and glutamate b) Lateral 
interaction between lysine and glutamate. 
 

2.3 Biological Relevance 
 

Most atomic-resolution data concerning charge pair interactions in collagens 

comes from the crystal structures of homotrimeric triple helical peptides5,6. However, due 

to their large surface area (2/3 of all amino acids are surface exposed), which can lead to 

extensive inter-protein contacts, crystallography may not the best analytical tool to study 

events that concern individual triple helices in solution. This fact is illustrated in our 

studies by the different rotamers observed for the same charged amino acid in different 

triple helices of the KGE and KGD asymmetric units. The NMR spectra on the other 

hand suggest a more homogeneous ensemble for both peptides. After analyzing the 
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rotamers observed in the crystal structure it seems clear that they adopt conformations 

dictated by the crystal packing. Furthermore, even the residues that are involved in 

contacts with other amino acids in the same triple helix present interactions with other 

helices either directly or through water mediated hydrogen bonds. It is interesting to note 

that the packing interactions observed in our quasi-hexagonal lattice are able to 

accommodate different interaction networks for the same charged amino acids. This 

finding supports the idea that lysine and glutamic acid rearrange between different sets of 

possible interactions in collagen type I fibers16. Because we have two anti-parallel triple 

helices in the unit cell, we observe interfaces between anti-parallel triple helices, which 

are relevant as chemical models for some heterotypical collagen assemblies. For instance 

type II collagen fibers, which pack in a hexagonal array 17, are known to be decorated in 

the surface by type IX molecules in an anti-parallel fashion18, a collagen type that has a 

particularly high content of glutamic acid residues19.  

  When trying to understand the molecular basis of stabilizing interactions in triple 

helical proteins it is necessary to study the amino acid interactions in the appropriate 

environment. As mentioned previously, the charged amino acids in the guest region 

engage in extensive networks of inter-triple helical interactions in the crystal structure. 

On the other hand, in solution such interactions are minimal and therefore do not 

contribute to the side-chain conformation leading to a different arrangement of the 

charged amino acids. Despite these fundamental differences the crystallographic study is 

vital because it allows to obtain information on the overall backbone structure of the 

assemblies and shows some examples of conformations that allow for intra- and inter-

strand hydrogen bonds. Nonetheless, we feel that solution NMR experiments are the most 
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accurate way to study the amino acid interactions that lead towards an increase in the 

thermal stability of triple helical proteins.   

Our structural study shows that it possible to divide the observed interactions in 

solution into two categories: the first one comprises interactions between the leading 

chain and middle chain as well as interactions between the middle chain and lagging 

chain and we have labeled them as axial contacts, the second one comprises interactions 

between the lagging chain and leading chain which we labeled a lateral contact. Despite 

having identical sequences these differences arise from the relative stagger of the peptide 

strands within the triple helix and lead to different conformations of the interacting amino 

acids. 

In the axial contact the lysine side-chain extends down the helical axis reaching 

towards the acidic residue in the neighboring strand. In terms of amino acid composition, 

the lysine-glutamate pair shows a more rigid conformation for the lysine side-chain than 

the lysine-aspartate one. This can be rationalized by noting that lysine and glutatmate are 

only able to make a direct ionic hydrogen bond, which we deem the most stable 

interaction, if all the lysine c dihedrals adopt a trans conformation. On the other hand the 

shorter aspartate side-chain allows for more flexibility forming salt-bridges with different 

rotamers, including the all trans conformation and a related rotamer were the χ4 dihedral 

adopts a gauche conformation.  

 The lateral interaction is characterized by an overall increase in side-chain 

flexibility. An analysis of the solution conformation of this interaction shows that there 

are several hydrogen bonds and salt-bridges that are possible for this contact geometry 

leading to less rigid conformation for both interacting amino acids.   
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The stabilizing effect of the sequences present in this study was first noted by 

Brodsky et al.3. Using molecular modeling the authors hypothesized the presence of 

contacts similar to the ones described in the previous sections. The authors also carried 

out a statistical analysis of human collagen type I, II, III, V and type X that showed a 

higher occurrence of KGE/D sequences than that expected based on the number of 

occurrences for each of the individual amino acids, indicating that this motif may have 

been selected for evolutionarily as an alternate stabilization mechanism for triple helical 

proteins. However, no difference was made between axial and lateral interactions in the 

analysis.  

 A computational study of the KGE and KGD peptides carried out by Stultz et. al. 

20 shows asymmetry in the salt bridges between the different peptide chains, which 

agrees with our interpretation of the structural data. Their methodology allowed for an 

estimation of the free energy contribution of each pair using an explicitly solvated model 

and assigns low free energy contributions to the lateral pairs of both peptides. This study 

allows us to make a direct link between the observed structural differences in the contact 

geometry and their effect on the stability of the triple helix. In this context, it is known 

that the EKG sequence does not provide any thermal stabilization to triple helical 

peptides8. In the EKG arrangement where K is in position n and E is position n-1, the 

sequence alignment resulting from the one residue stagger characteristic of collagenous 

domains allows for only lateral interactions from leading to middle and middle to lagging 

chains and does not allow for any efficient interactions between the lagging and leading 

chains because the residues are too far apart3. It should be noted that the structure of the 

peptide with the sequence EKG in its guest region 5, which packs into a staggered parallel 
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array, does not exhibit any salt bridges. Additionally, it shows conformers for the lysine 

residues in its leading and middle chains similar to the one observed in lagging chain F of 

our crystal structure. More generally it agrees with the conformations observed for the 

lagging chain of our NMR ensemble, which participates in a lateral interaction. Given 

that no increased thermal stability is observed for the sequence containing only lateral 

interactions we propose that they only contribute marginally to the stability of triple 

helical proteins. By this logic, the increased thermal stability observed in the KGE/D 

sequences comes from the two axial interactions that we observe in the NMR ensemble 

of the peptides.  

  Assuming that there is an energetic difference between the lateral and axial 

interactions one can speculate about the assembly and energy landscape of type I 

collagen, an AAB heterotrimer, particularly the segments that have the sequences 

presented in this study. Further analysis of the collagen type I sequence shows that the 

KGD sequence occurs only in the α1 chain while the KGE sequence appears in both the 

α1 and α2 chains. However, all but one of the KGD occurrences in the α1 chain 

correspond to KGE triplets in the α2 chain. Given the asymmetry observed in the 

different charge pair interactions this sequence arrangement suggests that type I collagen 

may utilize this as a form of register specific stabilization.  

 

2.4 Conclusions 
 

 The structural study presented here follows the conformation of charged amino 

acids in different environments that are relevant for the function of collagenous proteins.  

We are  able to identify how the charge pairs stabilize this fold and, particularly, we 
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identify what amino acid interactions are energetically favorable. Using these ideas we 

are able to speculate on the registration process of natural collagens an important 

question that remains unanswered. Furthermore, we are characterize the differences 

between the solution conformation of ionizable residues and their conformation in a 

crowded macromolecular state in which inter-helical interactions are important. In this 

state we find hydrogen-bonding networks that can direct the packing of anti-parallel triple 

helices into quasi-hexagonal arrays. Similar packing of triple helices is found in collagen 

type II heterotypical fibers decorated with FACIT type IX collagen.  

The  fact  that  Lys‐Glu  and  Lys‐Asp  salt  bridges  show  distinct    interactions 

depending  on  the  relative  stagger  of  the  interacting  peptide  chains  also  has 

important  implications  for  the  design  of  single‐register  and  single‐composition 

heterotrimeric  triple helices.  In  the  coming  sections  the use of oppositely  charged 

amino acids to drive heterotrimeric triple helical assemblies will be discussed.  

 

2.5 Experimental 
 

Peptide Synthesis and Purification - The peptides were synthesized in house with an 

Advanced Chemtech Apex 396 solid phase peptide synthesizer using standard Fmoc 

chemistry and a Rink MBH amide resin. During the automated procedure a manual 

addition of 2 equivalents 15N-labelled glycine, purchased form Cambridge Isotope 

Laboratories, was carried out in position 12. The final products are N-terminally 

acetylated and C-terminally amidated to provide increased thermal stability. Purification 

was performed on a Varian PrepStar220 HPLC using a preparative reverse phase C-18 
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column with a linear gradient of water and acetonitrile each containing 0.5 % TFA and 

analyzed by ESI-TOF mass spectrometry on a Bruker microTOF instrument 

Crystallization and Data Collection – The pure and lyophilized peptide powder was 

dissolved at concentrations of 8, 10, 12, 15 mg/ml in water and pH adjusted to a value of 

7.0 using 0.1 M sodium hydroxide.  The peptides were crystallized using the hanging 

drop vapor diffusion method by mixing 1 µl of the peptide solution with 1 µl of 50% 

tacsimate solution, purchased from Hampton Research. Crystals grew as thin plates at pH 

values ranging from 5.9 – 7.1 in approximately 3 days. Crystals at pH 6.4 and peptide 

concentration of 12 mg/ml were chosen for data acquisition.  The sample were flash-

cooled in a N2 cryostream at 100K using 7.5 % glycerol in the mother liquor as 

cryoprotectant. Data was collected at 1.54 Å using a Rigaku RUH3R rotating anode X-

ray generator with a Rigaku R-axis IV++ detector in 0.5° wedges.   The KGE crystals 

diffracted to 1.68 Å and were indexed to a triclinic unit cell, space group P1, with 

dimensions: a = 14.0 Å, b = 23.8 Å, c = 67.7 Å, α = 95.0° , β = 94.7°  and γ =  94.9° 

using the hkl2000 software21. The KGD crystals diffracted 2.00 Å and were indexed to a 

triclinic unit cell, space group P1, with dimensions: a = 14.2 Å, b = 23.2 Å, c = 67.5 Å, α 

= 94.3° , β = 94.7°  and γ =  93.3° using the hkl2000 software21. 

Structure Determination and Refinement - The structures were solved by molecular 

replacement using the epmr software22. Several search models were tried for the KGE 

crystal but a modified version of the structure 1QSU5 containing alanine mutations at 

positions 13, 14 and 16 and reduced from ten to eight triplets in length yielded the highest 

correlation coefficient (CC = 0.722, R-factor=0.45) for the with two anti-parallel triple 

helices in the asymmetric unit. THE KGD structure was solved using a modified version 
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of the KGE structure containing alanine mutations at position 13 of each chain and was 

also found to contain two anti-parallel triple helices in the asymmetric unit (CC = 0.75, 

R-factor=0.42).   The initial phases were improved by rigid body refinement followed by 

rounds of simulated annealing and anisotropic B-factor refinement starting at 3.0 Å 

resolution and gradually increasing using the CNS suite23. The models were rebuilt in 

coot24 when the composite omit map showed clear density for the missing side chains. -

CNS since it is known that triple helical peptides are often associated with an extensive 

water network that contributes significantly to the total scattering of the asymmetric 

unit525. After each round of automated water picking further rounds of atomic position, 

temperature factor refinement and model rebulding were carried out with increasing 

resolution until the limiting value of 1.68 Å was reached for the KGE structure and 2.01 

Å for the KGD structure. The final KGE model contains 935 peptide atoms and 219 

water molecules. The C-terminal glycine of the B chain was not modeled due to poor 

density in that region. The final KGD model contains 915 peptide atoms and 180 water 

molecules. The N-terminal proline and hydroxyproline of the D chain were not modeled 

due to poor density in that region. The final CNS models were subjected to TLS 

refinement in refmac26, where each of the six peptide chains in the asymmetric unit was 

treated as a rigid body in the procedure. The final KGE structure has an Rwork / Rfree value 

of 18.9 / 20.7 % and the final KGD structure has an Rwork / Rfree value of 23.9 / 25.0 % . 

NMR Spectroscopy- All NMR experiments were recorded in an 800 MHz Varian 

spectrometer equipped with a triple resonance probe at 5° C. The spectra were processed 

using NMRpipe27 and analyzed using ccpnmr28. Square Cosine bell window functions 

were used as apodization functions and the data was zero-filled to the next power of two 
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in both dimensions.  Drift corrections were applied when necessary. Samples of each 

peptide were prepared with a total peptide concentration of 3 mM, determined by mass, 

in a 9:1 ratio of H2O to D2O and 10 mM phosphate buffer at neutral pH. Each sample was 

characterized using 2D total correlated spectroscopy (TOCSY), nuclear Overhauser effect 

spectroscopy (NOESY), 1H,15N-heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) and 3D 

NOESY-15N-HSQC experiments. The sequential assignment procedure was carried out 

using a combination of 1H,1H-TOCSY  and 1H,1H-NOESY experiments. All sequential 

NOEs from the NH of residue i to the CαH of residue i-1 are observed in the guest 

region. The chain register assignment was determined using the resonance between 

LysC(Hα) and GluA(NH) or AspA(NH), which, due to structural constraints, only occurs 

between the lagging and leading strands. The side chain resonances were assigned using a 

combination of 1H,15N ,1H-NOESY-HSQC experiments. TOCSY spectra with a 30 ms 

spinlock duration at 8 kHz were acquired with a total of 1360 complex points recorded in 

8 scans for the directly acquired dimension while 480 increments were used in the 

indirect dimension.  NOESY spectra with a 75 ms mixing time were acquired with a total 

of 1360 complex points recorded in 8 scans for the directly acquired dimension while 480 

increments were used in the indirect dimension. A square spectral window of 8000 Hz 

was used for all spectra.  A total of 1192 complex points in 32 scans for the direct 

dimension and 50 increments in the indirect dimension were acquired for the 1H,15N-

HSQC experiments using a spectral window of 8000 Hz in the hydrogen dimension and 

1620 Hz in the nitrogen dimension. The data was processed by zero filling to the next 

power of two and cosine bell apodization functions were applied in both dimensions. For 

the 3D NOESY-15N-HSQC spectra a mixing time of 100 ms was used and a total of 1360 
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complex points in 8 scans for the direct dimension, 120 increments for the first indirect 

dimension and 12 increments for the second indirect dimensions were acquired using a 

spectral window of 8000 Hz for direct dimension, 1376 for the hydrogen indirect 

dimension and 809 Hz for the nitrogen indirect dimension. The data was processed by 

zero filling to the next power of two and cosine bell apodization functions were applied 

in all dimensions. Forward backwards linear prediction was used. 

Stereospecific Assigments- The stereo-specific assignment of methylene protons in the 

guest region was done qualitatively using the cross peak intensity of the protons in 

question and other anchor atoms in the peptide with unambiguous chemical shift 

assignments. In the following section we will describe the process for several particular 

cases and mention what other protons were assigned using similar distance constraints. In 

general, several assumptions were made: i) diasterotopic protons with unique chemical 

shifts for each their methylene protons adopt a rigid conformation and preferentially 

populate a particular side-chain rotamer ii) only rotamers that avoid steric clashes with 

the triple helical backbone are populated and iii) only trans and gauche conformations are 

allowed for each c dihedral.  Most NOEs used could be resolved in the 2D 1H,1H-

NOESY spectrum, however in some cases the 3D 1H,15N,1H-NOESY-NHSQC spectrum 

was used to avoid ambiguity.  

The easiest diasterotopic protons to assign are the glycine α-protons. Because of 

the backbone dihedrals observed in the triple helix Hα3 is closer to the glycine amide 

proton and thus produces a stronger NOE. This fact can be used to assign all the 

backbone diasterotopic atoms in the guest region.  
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The assignment of diasterotopic β-protons was done following the procedure 

described by Clore et al. 29 using the intra-residue NOEs between the β-protons and the 

backbone amide and α-proton expected for the allowed values of the χ1 dihedral. Table 

2.3 shows the relative intensity expected for the different cross peaks based on the 

distance measured in the model for E37. If the distance between the anchor atom (either 

Ha or NH)  and each of the b-methylene protons is similar an “~” is presented in the table 

for both pairs, indicating that NOEs with comparable intensities are expected. On the 

other hand, if one of the β-protons is closer to the anchor atom then an “+” is presented, 

signifying that a stronger NOE is expected for that pair, and “–“ in the complementary 

case. The qualitative assignment of the observed NOEs is presented in the last column for 

comparison. Using this information is possible to assign both the conformer of the χ1 

dihedral and the identity of each of the β-protons.  An identical analysis is used to assign 

residues E13 and E61 in the KGE spectra as well as D13, D37 and D61 in the KGD 

spectra.  

  Gauche (+)  Trans  Gauche (‐)  Observed 
α – β2  ~  +     
α – β3  ~    +  + 
H – β2    ~  +  + 
H – β3  +  ~     

Table 2.4. Stereospecific assignments for the E37 β−protons using NOE cross peak 
intensities 

The γ-protons in for the glutamates were assigned using a similar procedure with 

one aditional constraint, the χ1 dihedral was assumed fixed at the value previously 

determined. In this case the anchor atoms used for the assignment are Hβ2 and NH. The 

same conventions as above were utilized and the results for E37 are summarized in table 

2.4. The same analysis for E61 leads to the same conclusions. 
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 Gauche (+)  Trans  Gauche (‐)  Observed 

β2 – γ2    +  ~  ~ 
β2 – γ 3  +    ~  ~ 
H – γ 2  ~  +     
H – γ 3  ~    +  + 

Table 2.5. Stereospecific assignments for the E37 γ−protons using NOE cross peak 
intensities 

 
The γ-protons in for the lysine residues in both peptides are more challenging to 

assign given the lack of unambiguous information for the χ1 dihedral in that residue from 

NOE data. In order to overcome this problem we utilized geometrical constraints derived 

from the observed NOEs. For instance, only 4 out of the 81 rotamaters available to the 

lysine side-chain allow for the observed NOE Glu37(NH)-Lys11(Hε) while 

simultaneously avoiding clashes with the peptide backbone in triple helical conformation. 

All of these four conformers have identical χ1 and χ2 dihedrals, in the trans conformation. 

Using this assumption and the relative intensity of the inter-residue 

Lys11(Hg2,3)-Gly12(NH) NOEs the stereospecific assignment is possible. A comparable 

analysis using the pair of inter-strand Lys11(Hε1,2)-Glu37(NH) resonances and the intra-

residue Lys11(Hg2)- Lys11(Hε1,2)  resonances can be used to assign the ε-protons.  

NMR Ensemble Calculation- For the KGE peptide the ensemble was generated starting 

from its crystal structure and for the KGD peptide the glutamic acid residues were 

mutated to aspartic acid using using PyMOL10. Beacause not enough experimental 

constraints are available for a traditional NMR structure determination conformational 

sampling was achieved by running langevin dynamic simulations in implicit solvent for 

2.5 ns at 248.15, 298.15, 348.15 and 398.15 K using the AMBER9930 force field. Weak 

harmonic constraints were placed at the terminal residues20 and parameters to bias the 
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hydroxyproline towards the observed ring pucker were used31 to provide a more efficient 

sampling of relevant triple helical conformations. Snapshots were taken every 2.5 

picoseconds along the trajectory and sorted according to their energy. The 125 lowest 

energy conformations from each temperature were then subjected to a minimization 

procedure including distance constraints derived from NOE data. The distance constraints 

were generated from the acquired NOESY spectra, assuming a r-6 proportionality 

between intensity and distance and using the intensity of the resonance between the 

acidic amide proton and the glycine HB2 proton in the middle chain together with its 

distance from the crystal structure as a reference. Only constraints involving the charged 

residues were used during the minimization procedure.  The 100 lowest energy structures 

after the minimization step were selected for the final ensemble. 

Circular Dichroism- All CD experiments were performed with a Jasco J-810 

spectropolarimeter equipped with a Peltier temperature control system. 300 µM samples 

were prepared in 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7 and incubated overnight at room 

temperature. Spectra were acquired between 215-250 nm and the maximum around 222 

nm, was monitored during unfolding curves. Melting experiments were performed from 5 

to 85 °C with a heating rate of 10 °C/hr. The first derivative of the melting curve was 

taken in order to determine the melting temperature (Tm) of the sample, which we define 

as the minimum in the derivative graph. The molar residual ellipticity (MRE) is 

calculated from the measured ellipticity using the equation: 

 

θ×m [θ]= 

 c×l×nr 
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where θ is the ellipticity in mdeg, m is the molecular weight in g/mol, c is the 

concentration in mg/mL, l is the pathlength of the cuvette in cm, and nr is the number of 

amino acids in the peptide. 
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Chapter 3: Solution NMR studies on a Designed of ABC Collagen Heterotrimer∗ 

Most of the studies performed on collagen mimetic peptides utilize triple helices 

with three identical chains. Such systems are good models for some types of collagen, for 

example type II collagen found in cartilage.1 However, many of the most abundant types 

of collagen such as type I, IV and IX are heterotrimeric species containing two (AAB) or 

three (ABC) different chains.2 The Hartgerink laboratory recently introduced a robust 

method to prepare heterotrimeric collagen like triple helices via non-covalent 

interactions3,45 (Figure 3.1). Initially, these systems were characterized through circular 

dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, which is a good indicator for the fold and stability of the 

peptides but lacks the ability to give detailed structural information.  

 

 
Figure 3.1. Strategy for the self-assembly of heterotrimeric CMPs. 

 

A system of particular interest is composed of three peptides, (Pro -Lys-Gly)10, 

(Asp-Hyp-Gly)10, and (Pro-Hyp-Gly)10, which will be abbreviated K, D and O 

respectively (Table 3.1). Upon mixture and annealing of the peptides, CD studies indicate 

that an ABC triple helix with the highest thermal stability reported for synthetic 
                                                        
∗ This chapter is largely based on the following publication:  
Fallas, J. A.; Gauba, V.; Hartgerink, J. D. J. Biol. Chem. 2009, 284, 26851-26859.  
The text was modified in pertinent sections to fit in the current format and  highlight our 
improved  understanding of the subject matter since its publication. 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heterotrimeric collagen mimics is formed,4 which was analyzed using solution NMR 

spectroscopy. 

 
Abbreviation Sequence 

K (PKG)10 
D (DOG)10 
O (POG)10 
K* (PKG)4PKGPKG(PKG)4 
D* (DOG)4DOGDOG(DOG)4 
O* (POG)4POGPOG(POG)4 

 
Table 3.1. Abbreviation and chemical sequence of the peptides discussed in this chapter. 
Highlighted amino acids amino acids are uniformly 15N,13C-labeled.  
 

3.1 Spin System Identification 

The number of species present in the sample was determined from a nitrogen 

1H,15N-HSQC experiment using the peptides K*, D* and O* with uniformly 15N, 13C 

labeled amino acids (chemical sequences shown in Table 3.1 and spectrum in Figure 3.2). 

Some of the peaks can easily be identified as the monomeric forms of the highly charged 

D and K peptides using the information from TOCSY spectra of samples composed of 

each peptide separately. These are labeled M in the spectrum. The O peptide readily 

forms OOO homotrimers in solution and the presence of this species in the mixture 

was identified using homonuclear spectra containing exclusively this peptide.6 That peak 

is labeled as GH in the spectrum. The remaining 5 resonances correspond to the novel 

assembly formed when the three peptides come together and represent our subset of 

interest. To simplify further, the following notation will be used when referring to a 

particular atom: ZN(B), where Z is the amino acid single letter code, N is the peptide 

chain (either D, O, K or H for the OOO homotrimer) and B specifies which particular 

atom in the amino acid is being discussed. In cases where the peptide chain is ambiguous 
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or amino acids from different chains are being discussed the index specifying the register 

is omitted. For example P(CαH) refers to all proline alpha protons. 

 

 
Figure 3.2. 2D 1H,15N-HSQC spectrum of the K*D*O*. Triple helical resonances are 
labeled using single letter codes. For glycine, the chain it belongs to is specified as a 
subscript (H stands for homotrimer). Monomeric resonances are labeled M.  

 

The spin systems belonging to each chain were determined by homonuclear 

sequential assignment using TOCSY and NOESY spectra at 15 and 25 °C. Intra-residue 

connectivity can be readily identified in the TOCSY spectra and all possible inter-residue 

NOEs from the NH of residue i to the CαH of residue i-1 are present. Even though they 

lack amide protons all P(CαH) and O(CαH) resonance frequencies were identified through 
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the NOEs with the NH of the next amino acid except for the proline on the O chain. In 

that case the sequential following of two imino acids makes it impossible to determine 

the PO(CαH) chemical shift this way. Thus this residue was assigned based solely on the 

resonances present in the aliphatic region of the spectra.  

Most methylene groups presented unique chemical shifts for both their protons 

with the exception of the γ-protons of proline and the δ- and ε-protons of the lysine. 

Stereospecific assignments for the methylene groups with non-degenerate chemical shifts 

for the proline and hydroxyproline residues were carried out using the NOE intensities of 

the crosspeaks between the β-, δ- and α-protons and the β-, δ- and γ-protons, respectively. 

Due to conformational restrictions placed on the methylene groups by the proline rings, 

these assignments are straightforward. In the case of the α-protons of the glycine 

residues, a combination of NOE data and the crosspeak intensity in the HNHA spectrum 

was used. A similar approach was taken for the β-protons of lysine and aspartic residues 

but using the information from HNHB spectrum instead. The γ-protons of the lysine 

residues were assigned exclusively based on NOE crosspeaks intensity. 

 

3.2 Assessment of Triple Helical Topology 

The amide region of the NOESY spectrum (Figure 3.3) shows a set of resonances at 

the chemical shifts corresponding to the position of the GK(NH), GD(NH), GO(NH), 

GH(NH), D(NH) and K(NH) peaks in the 1H-dimension of the 1H,15N-HSQC spectrum, 

indicating that most amino acids in each peptide show an ordered structure that is very 

similar to that of the central triplets, thus having identical chemical shifts. This 

phenomenon is characteristic of triple helical peptides, where the majority of the triplets 
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show an identical chemical environment due to the symmetry of the helix. However, in 

order to assure that are our peptides are indeed folded in a triple helical conformation, we 

need to compare the NOEs observed to those expected from a triple helix. To this effect, 

we compared all unique inter-chain NOEs expected for the OOO homotrimer6 and our 

heterotrimer (Table 3.2). We were able to find analogous peaks and although not all of 

them can be resolved unequivocally due to the overlap of the PO(CγH), OO(CβH1) and 

OD(CβH1) resonances, this comparison gives us confidence that the observed NOEs are 

indeed consistent with a triple helical fold of the peptides. 

 

 
Figure 3.3. Amide region from the 2D NOESY spectrum of the mixture K/D/O. The 
vertical lines denote the chemical shifts of the different amide resonances using the 
nomenclature described in the text.  

 

Due to the symmetry breaking induced by the heterogeneity in the chemical 

composition of our assembly, some of the resonances that are degenerate in the case of a 
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homotrimer can be easily resolved in our system. Such resonances are of interest because 

they are not only characteristic of a collagen triple helix but also demonstrate that the 

three chains are in close proximity, as expected for an ABC heterotrimer. 

 
Expected Homotrimer NOE Observed Heterotrimer NOE 

G(NH)-P(CδH1) GD(NH)-PO(CδH1)♯, GO(NH)-PK(CδH1)♯ 

O(CδH2)-P(CδH1) OO(CδH1)-PK(CδH1), OD(CδH1)-PO(CδH1) 

O(CαH)-P(CδH1) OO(CαH1)-PK(CδH1), OD(CαH1)-PO(CδH1) 

O(CαH)-P(CδH2) OO(CαH1)-PK(CδH2), OD(CαH1)- PO(CδH2) 

G(CαH1)- P(CαH) GO (CαH1)- PK(CαH) 

P(CβH1)-O(CβH2) PK(CβH1)-OO(CβH2)*,PO(CβH1)-OD(CβH2)* 

P(CγH1)-O(CαH) PK(CγH)-OO(CαH) 

P(CγH1)-O(CβH1) PO(CγH)-OD(CβH1) + 

P(CγH1)-O(CβH2) PO(CγH)-OD(CβH2) + 

P(CγH2)-O(CβH2) PO(CγH)-OD(CγH) + 

P(CγH1)-O(CγH) PO(CγH)-OD(CγH) + 

P(CδH1)-O(CβH2) PK(CδH1)-OO(CβH2), PO(CδH1)-OD(CβH2)  

P(CδH2)-O(CβH2) PK(CδH2)-OO(CβH2), PO(CδH2)-OD(CβH2) 
♯Highlighted in Figure 2; *Overlapping peaks; +PO(CγH) overlaps with OO(CβH1) and OD(CβH1)  
Table 3.2 Expected interchain NOEs based on a POG homotrimer model and observed 
interchain NOEs for our heterotrimer.  
 

A set of cross peaks that is very illustrative of these two facts is the one arising from 

the G(NH) to the G(CαH) protons. Besides the intra-chain NOEs identified in the TOCSY 

spectrum, a set of inter-strand NOEs is present (Figure 3.4a). Although all possible 

G(NH)-G(CαH) inter-chain correlations are present, some of them overlap and only the 

ones that can be unambiguously assigned are highlighted. These peaks confirm the spatial 

proximity of the α-protons and the amide protons on all the chains in the core of the 

helix, as expected from the collagen model (Figure 3.4b). The same set of resonances 
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cannot be observed in the homotrimer spectrum as the G(NH) and G(CαH) chemical 

shifts are indistinguishable between the different chains.  

 

 
Figure 3.4 2D NOESY spectrum and molecular model. a) The NOESY spectrum shows 
the resonances from the glycine amide hydrogen to the α-protons. The vertical lines mark 
the NH chemical shifts, the solid colored ellipses the position of the intra-strand cross 
peaks (red stands for D, green for O, blue for K) and the hollow ellipses unambiguous 
inter-strand interactions. The P(CδH1)-G(NH) cross peaks are also shown. b) Model 
highlighting the atoms that that give rise to the inter-stand cross peaks in the spectrum 
using colored arrows.  

 

Another way to probe the conformation of peptides in solution is to measure the 

3JHNHα coupling constant since it can be directly linked to the φ backbone dihedral angle 

via the Karplus relation. We measured the coupling constant for our heterotrimeric helix 

using the HNHA experiment and for the residual OOO homotrimer in our system. The 
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values obtained range from 4 to 7 Hz and agree with previously measured values for 

homotrimeric triple helices.7 Table 3.3 shows a comparison between the φ dihedral 

angles computed from these values and those of a high resolution OOO crystal 

structure8 and 2 model helices, one with 7/2 symmetry9 and one with 10/3 symmetry.10 

The angles obtained for aspartic acid and lysine agree with those expected from amino 

acids in the X and Y position of a collagen triple helix. The values obtained for the 

glycines of all three chains also agree with those determined for the homotrimer using X-

ray crystallography and our NMR measurements. 

 
Heterotrimer Homotrimer   

PKG DOG POG POGa 7/2b 10/3c 
X --- -72±6 --- -73±4 -76 -72 
Y -63±10 --- --- -58±5 -63 -75 
G -80±10 -80±20 -

79±10 
-75±6 -70 -67 

aNagarayan et al. (1999) crystal srtructure at 1.9 Å resolution;  
b Okuyama etal. (1980) model; cFraser et al. (1979) model. 

Table 3.3. Dihedral angles calculated from the 3JHNHα coupling constants using Karplus 
equation. Values from a high resolution crystal structure of the OOO homotrimer and 
two models with different helical symmetry are included for comparison.  
 

The ratio between the homotrimeric and heterotrimeric species was determined 

using the peak intensity observed for each triple helix in the 1H,15N-HSQC experiment. 

For the K*/D*/O* sample, which contains a 1:1:1 mixture of the peptides, the ratio of 

heterotrimer to homotrimer is approximately 3 to 1. Changing the relative amount of one 

of the peptide strands in the mixture can shift the equilibrium towards the formation of 

the heterotrimer. This was observed in the K/D/O* sample, which contains an excess of 

the K peptide (1.5:1:1), and has a ratio of the heterotrimer to homotrimer of 

approximately 11 to 1. Because all peptide concentrations were determined by mass, the 
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actual ratio of peptides in the mixture is most likely skewed thus the reported values are 

only intended for a qualitative comparison. 

 

3.3 Chain Registration 

Because we observe only one set of resonances for each amino acid type in each 

peptide chain of the heterotrimeric triple helix, we hypothesize that that the peptides 

preferentially assemble in only one of the six possible registers (Figure 3.5). The 

following analysis is strongly dependent on this hypothesis. In general, this is a robust 

statement and a more heterogeneous spectrum would normally be expected for a sample 

containing several distinct supramolecular assemblies.11 Nonetheless, the high symmetry 

of the heterotrimers in this system, the rigidity of the triple helical structure  and the 

repetitive nature of the sequences may cause three of the six registers to have identical 

resonant frequencies. However, we cannot prove that this is the case with our current 

experimental setup and thus the initial hypothesis will be assumed to be valid.  

Under this assumption and in order to determine which register is formed, we built 

a homology model for each possible assembly and compared the NOEs observed with 

those expected from each model. A set of resonances that is very useful when analyzing 

this problem arises between the K(CαH1)-D(NH), K(CεH)-D(NH) and GO(CαH1)-D(NH) 

protons. These are depicted in the strip corresponding to the NOESY spectrum shown in 

Figure 3.6a (labeled N). Figure 3.6b summarizes the expected results of this experiment 

for each register. When an inter-proton distance less than 5 Å is observed for any of the 

aforementioned pairs in the model, an ✖  is placed in the column corresponding to the 

NOESY spectrum (N) of that register; otherwise an  is places in that spot. The result of 
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the actual NMR experiment is summarized in the last row of the table, where an ✖ has 

been placed for each of the observed resonances. Any inconsistencies between the spectra 

and the models are highlighted in red. Using this comparison, three registers (DKO, 

ODK and KOD) can be discarded. However, due to the periodic nature of our 

sequences, unambiguously determining the register using only 2D NOESY experiments 

is not possible.  

 

Figure 3.5. Schematic N-terminal representation of the six possible registers for the 
heterotrimeric triple helix. The difference in the sequence is highlighted under each 
representation, where the position of glycine residues is marked by colored spheres. 

 

In order to distinguish between the three remaining registers, knowledge about 

which triplet along the sequence of the amino acids gives rise to these resonances is 

required. That is, we need to know if the ε-protons of lysine in triplet n are close to the 
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amide proton of aspartic acid in triplet n, n+1 or n+2. To obtain this information, we 

used a 2D 13C,15N-edited NOESY spectrum (refer to the Experimental section for 

details), where the observed resonances occur only between labeled amino acids (K14, 

D16, GO15). A strip of the spectrum corresponding to the D(NH) chemical shift is shown 

in Figure 3.6a (labeled E). The main difference between the edited and regular spectrum 

is the absence of the K(CαH1)-D(NH) peak. This means that the α-proton of K14 (fifth 

triplet, K chain) is not close to amide proton of D16 (sixth triplet, D chain). Meanwhile, 

the presence of the K(CεH)-D(NH) resonance indicates that the ε-protons of K14 are near 

the amide proton of D16 and the GO(CαH1)-D(NH) peak that D16 is within 5 Å of GO15 

(fifth triplet, O chain). Using the same convention as before, the results of the experiment 

expected for each register are summarized in Figure 3.6b under the column 

corresponding to the edited NOESY spectrum (E). Due to the arrangement of the chains, 

the K(CαH1)-D(NH) resonance would be expected instead of K(CεH)-D(NH) for the 

DOK register and the GO(CαH1)-D(NH) peak should be absent for OKD according 

to the model. This comparison yields, in agreement with our hypothesis based on the 

number of peaks seen in the spectra, only one register: KDO. 
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Figure 3.6 2D Edited NOESY (E) and NOESY (N) spectra of KDO. a) Strips from 
both experiments corresponding to the D(NH) chemical shift. b) Table showing the 
expected outcome of both spectra for the six possible registers of the assembly according 
to our models. The ✖ indicates that a peak should be observable in the spectrum and an 
 that no peak is expected. The last row summarizes the results of the strips on the right. 
Inconsistencies between the models and the spectra are highlighted in red.  

 

3.4 Solution Structure 

With knowledge about the register, the NOEs observed can be assigned to proton pairs 

(or groups in the case of overlapping methylene resonances) along the chemical sequence 

of the peptides and, together with the constraints obtained from the HNHA and HNHB 

experiments, used to calculate an a ensemble of structures that are representative of the 

solution conformation of the triple helix. A summary of the constraints and structural 

statistics is provided in Table 3.4 and details about the protocol used for structural 

determination are given in the methods section. 
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NMR distance and dihedral constraints  
Distance constraints  
  Total NOE 771 
  Intra-residue 253 
  Inter-residue 518 
   Sequential (|i – j| = 1) 180 
   Interchain 338 
Total dihedral angle restraints 120 
  φ 72 
  χ1 48 
  
Structure statistics  
Violations (mean and s.d.)  
  Distance constraints (Å)   0.07 ± 0.05 
  Dihedral angle constraints (º) 1.86 ± 1.65 
  Max. dihedral angle violation (º)   4.97 
  Max. distance constraint violation (Å)  0.244 
Deviations from idealized geometry  
  Bond lengths (Å)   0.0097 

±0.0001 
  Bond angles (º) 2.34 ± 0.04 
Average pairwise r.m.s. deviation, 15 structures (Å)    
  Heavy   0.68 
  Backbone  0.53 

 
Table 3.4. NMR and refinement statistics. 
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Figure 3.7. NMR structure of KDO. a) Stereo view of the superposition of the 10 
lowest energy conformers. The K peptide is blue, D is red and O is green. b) Surface and 
CPK representation of the lowest energy conformer highlighting the position of charged 
amino acids, lysine in red and aspartic acid in blue, along the triple helix. c) Expanded 
view of two of the salt bridges observed in b) with distinct conformations. 

 

The backbone of our refined NMR structure behaves in a similar way to the 

homotrimeric system. Most of the points in the Ramachadran plot for the ensemble 

(Figure 3.7) are grouped in a narrow region corresponding to the poly-proline type II 

helix and only the unconstrained residues populate different regions of the (φ,ψ) space. 

The hydrogen-bonding network along the backbone of the peptides, which goes from the 

carbonyl of the amino acid in position X to the amide proton of glycine in a neighboring 

chain, is also conserved, although no explicit hydrogen bonding-type restraints were used 

during the refinement procedure. The helical pitch can very hard to determine by NMR 

because of its long-range character, but the coupling constants measured indicate that our 

helix is probably closer to a 7/2 helix than to a 10/3 helix, like the OOO homotrimer. 
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Figure 3.8 Representative Ramachandran plot of the conformers from our NMR 
ensemble. 
 

The most interesting feature of the structure is the side-chain conformation of the 

charged aspartic acid and lysine residues, which form a network of ionic hydrogen bonds 

spiraling along the helical axis (Figure 3.8b), following the helicity of a single peptide 

strand within the triple helix with an axial repeat of approximately 60 Å.12 These ionic 

hydrogen bonds are formed exclusively between lysine in triplet n of one peptide chain 

and aspartate in triplet n+1 of the adjacent peptide, which corresponds to the axial salt 

bridge geometry identified in the previous chapter. The salt bridges formed are highly 

dynamic, which can be seen in the structure of the lysine side chain resonances. The β- 

and γ-protons show two distinct chemical shifts, in contrast to the γ- and δ-methylene 

groups, which present only a single chemical shift. This indicates that the χ1 and χ2 

dihedral angles have well defined values, but the χ3 and χ4 dihedrals sample a wider 
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variety of conformations, similar to what we found for the Asp-Lys pairs in the previous 

chapter. Due to the length of the lysine side chain, the different conformers are still able 

to interact effectively with aspartic acid, which is primarily locked in a single 

conformation (Figure 3.7c). 

 

3.5 Conclusions 

This study represents one of the first attempts to elucidate the molecular 

mechanisms of triple helical recognition in heteortrimeric systems. We show that specific 

amino acid interactions, rather than overall electrostatic complementarity, are the main 

reason behind the surprising stability of this designed heterotrimeric system. 

Furthermore, we are able to see the formation of axial salt bridges, which we described in 

the previous chapter, using a solution NMR approach. This is relevant because the 

symmetric nature of the designed primary structure allows for the formation of both axial 

and lateral contacts.13 The lateral contacts are plausible between amino acids in identical 

triplets and their structural proximity is validated in solution by the presence of backbone 

NOEs between the charged residues, which are not possible in an axial arrangement. 

Although it is possible that the availability of both states introduces some of the structural 

heterogeneity observed in the side chain geometry of the interacting amino acids, their 

preference for an axial geometry can be observed in the solution structure.14  

Despite the formation of a high stability ABC heterotrimer, this system contains 

some residual homotrmeric (POG)10 helices. Although this result is not surprising given 

the higher thermal stability of the homotrimeric helix, it makes the system less attractive 

from the perspective of future applications, particularly in the realm of structural biology. 
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Nonetheless, the system is able to avoid the formation of several other competing species, 

including some lower stability AAB heterotrimers that fold in the absence of the last 

complementary chain. This result is encouraging and the following chapters will build 

upon this initial specificity towards ABC heterotrimers in order to improve it and gain a 

better understanding of the rules that govern the self-assembly of heretrimeric collagens.  

 

3.6 Experimental 

Peptide Synthesis and Purification of the labeled peptides - The D*, O* and K* peptides 

were synthesized with an Advanced Chemtech Apex 396 solid phase peptide synthesizer 

using standard Fmoc chemistry and a Rink MBH amide resin on a 0.05 mM scale. The 

unlabeled amino acids were added in a 4:1 molar ratio to the peptide chain with 

HBTU/HoBT as activating agents and a coupling time of 45 minutes. The uniformly 

labeled amino acids were purchased form Cambridge Isotope Laboratories and added in a 

1.5:1 molar ratio to the peptide chain. For these steps, HATU was used as the activating 

agent and the coupling reaction was carried out for 4 hours. The peptides were protected 

at the N-terminus using acetic anhydride and cleaved from the resin with a 38:1:1 mixture 

of TFA, triisopropylsilane and water yielding an amide C-terminus. Purification was 

done on a Varian PrepStar220 HPLC using a preparative reverse phase C-18 column with 

a linear gradient of water and acetonitrile gradient each containing 0.5% TFA. HPLC 

fractions were analyzed by MALD/TOF mass spectrometry on a Bruker autoflex II using 

a pre-spotted anchor chip with a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid as the matrix.  
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All NMR experiments were performed on an 800 MHz Varian spectrometer equipped 

with a cryogenic probe. 

 

NMR characterization of the D and K peptides – 2.4 mg of D and 2.4 mg of K were each 

dissolved separately in 560 µL of H2O and mixed with 70 µL 100 mM phosphate buffer 

and 70 µL D2O to afford a 1.2 mM sample. TSP was used as an internal proton standard. 

TOCSY spectra with a 75 ms spinlock were acquired for each sample on an 800 MHz 

Varian spectrometer equipped with a cryogenic probe at 25 °C. A total of 1918 complex 

points were recorded in 16 scans for the directly acquired dimension and 320 increments 

were recorded in the sates mode for the indirect dimension. A spectral width of 9600 Hz 

was used in both dimensions. The data was processed by zero filling to the next power of 

two and cosine bell apodization functions were applied in both dimensions.  

 

NMR characterization of the K/D/O mixture – 2.3 mg of O and 2.4 mg of K were 

dissolved together in 200 µL H2O and 2.4 mg of D was dissolved in 70 µL 100 mM 

phosphate buffer and 130 µL H2O affording a 4.2 mM aqueous solution for each peptide. 

After mixing them, heating to 85 °C for 15 minutes and incubating at room temperature 

for at least 18 hours, 70 µL D2O, 30 µL H2O and a proton standard (TSP) were added. 

The final concentration for each strand was 1.2 mM and the total peptide concentration in 

the sample was 3.6 mM. TOCSY spectra with a 75 ms and a 10 ms spinlock duration 

were recorded at 15 °C and 25 °C. A total of 1918 complex points were recorded in 16 

scans for the directly acquired dimension for all spectra while 560 increments were used 

in the indirect dimension for the 25 °C data and 320 increments were used for the 15 °C 
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data. NOESY spectra with a 75 ms mixing time were recorded at 15 °C and 25 °C. A 

total of 3271 complex points were recorded in 32 scans for the directly acquired 

dimension and 480 increments in the indirect dimension. A square spectral window of 

9600 Hz was used for all spectra.  

 

NMR characterization of the K*/D*/O* mixture – A sample was prepared using a similar 

methodology as described above. 1H,13C- and 1H,15N-HSQC, HNHA, HNHB and a 2D 

13C, 15N-edited NOESY experiments were performed on an 800 MHz Varian 

spectrometer at 25 °C. A total of 630 complex points in 16 scans for the direct dimension 

and 400 increments in the indirect dimension were acquired for the 1H,15N-HSQC using a 

spectral window of 8000 Hz in the hydrogen dimension and 4000 Hz in the nitrogen 

dimension. A total of 961 complex points in 24 scans for the direct dimension and 450 

increments in the indirect dimension were acquired for the 1H,13C- HSQC using a spectral 

window of 9600 Hz in the hydrogen dimension and 18100 Hz in the carbon dimension. 

The data was processed by zero filling to the next power of two and cosine bell 

apodization functions were applied in both dimensions. Forward backwards linear 

prediction was used to improve the resolution in the heteroatom dimension of both 

spectra. For the 3D HNHA spectrum a total of 682 complex points in 16 scans for the 

direct dimension, 120 increments for the first indirect dimension and 18 increments for 

the second indirect dimensions were acquired using a spectral window of 8000 Hz for 

direct dimension, 48000 for the hydrogen indirect dimension and 2432 Hz for the 

nitrogen indirect dimension. The data was processed by zero filling to the next power of 

two and cosine bell apodization functions were applied in all dimensions. Forward 
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backwards linear prediction was used to improve the resolution in the indirect hydrogen 

dimension. For the 3D HNHB spectrum a total of 1024 complex points in 4 scans for the 

direct dimension. 100 increments for the first indirect dimension and 30 increments for 

the second indirect dimensions were acquired using a spectral window of 12000 Hz for 

direct dimension, 8000 for the hydrogen indirect dimension and 3243 Hz for the nitrogen 

indirect dimension. The data was processed by zero filling to the next power of two and 

cosine bell apodization functions were applied in all dimensions. A total of 1024 complex 

points in 96 scans for the direct dimension and 200 increments in the indirect dimension 

were acquired for the 2D 13C, 15N-edited NOESY using a spectral window of 1150 Hz 

and 8000 Hz. 

 

NMR characterization of the K/D/O* mixture – A sample was prepared using a similar 

methodology as described above but using a 1.5:1:1 ratio of the peptides (K:D:O*). In 

this case the D and O concentration was 1.2 mM and the K concentration was 1.8 mM 

making the total peptide concentration 4.2 mM. A 15N-HSQC experiment was performed 

on an 800 MHz Varian spectrometer at 25 °C. A total of 1024 complex points in 8 scans 

for the direct dimension and 180 increments in the indirect dimension were acquired 

using for a spectral window of 13000 Hz in the hydrogen dimension and 2432 Hz in the 

nitrogen dimension. The data was processed by zero filling to the next power of two and 

cosine bell apodization functions were applied in both dimensions. Linear prediction was 

used to improve the resolution in the indirect dimension of both spectra. 
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Details about NMR experiments – 2D 13C, 15N-edited NOESY. It corresponds to a 2D 

version of a 4D 1H,13C-HMQC-NOESY-1H,15N-HSQC experiment was recorded at        

25 °C;15 to ease further discussion of this experiment it will be referred to as a 2D 13C, 

15N-edited NOESY. The initial 1H,13C-heteronuclear multiple quantum coherence 

(HMQC) pulse train selectively creates magnetization on protons attached to labeled 

carbon atoms, at the end of which a mixing time is allowed for NOE buildup; the 

transferred magnetization is then read through an 1H,15N-HSQC pulse sequence. Our 

experiment was carried out keeping both heteroatom evolution times (t1 and t3) constant, 

yielding a 2D NOESY spectrum where cross peaks between hydrogens that are directly 

to bonded to 13C nuclei and hydrogens that are directly bonded to 15N nuclei are 

observed. 3D HNHA. For this experiment, the ratio between the intensity of the cross and 

diagonal peaks can be used to compute the 3JHNHα value. A systematic error is incurred in 

the measurement because the anti-phase magnetization that gives rise to the cross peaks 

relaxes at a faster rate than the in-phase component which gives rise to the diagonal peak, 

attenuating the ratio and underestimating the coupling constant. A correction factor of 

1.16 has been previously determined for a collagen mimetic peptide to account for this 

phenomenon.7 Because this factor is a function of the rotational correlation time, τc,16 we 

have applied the same correction to the values reported here. The experimental error in 

the measurement comes from the integration of the peaks, which was done by fitting the 

peak profile to a Gaussian shape using a least squares procedure. The error in the 

integration was estimated by the residual of the fit. The residual was calculated by the 

sum of the squares of the difference of the value of the peak and the value of the best fit 

at each point. Using this approach the minimum and maximum possible intensity ratios 
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were computed and used to calculate the error bars on the 3J values. The errors where 

then propagated when solving the Karplus equation16 as parameterized in reference 16 to 

obtain the φ backbone dihedral angles. 

 

Molecular Modeling – Homology models were built starting from the crystal structure of 

a triple helical peptide (pdb identifier: 1k6f).17 The necessary sequence changes were 

made using PyMOL18 to generate a preliminary structure for each of the six possible 

registers. Each structure was then minimized using the AMBER99 force field19 with 

implicit water (generalized Born approximation). Additional force field parameters to 

account for the stereo electronic effects of the hydroxyl group on the proline side chain 

conformation were included.20 Short constant temperature Langevin dynamics runs at 

300K, 200K and 100K were used within the minimization algorithm in order to 

equilibrate the structures and obtain low energy conformers.  

 

Conformational Restraints and Structure Calculation – Distance restraints were 

generated from the 2D NOESY experiments. The peaks were mapped onto the shortest 

stretch of the chemical sequence that could unambiguously accommodate all inter- and 

intra-strand resonances (PKGPKG for K, OGDO for D and POG for O). A qualitative 

approach was taken and the peaks were divided into four categories (very strong, strong, 

medium and weak) according to their intensity. Three types of dihedral restraints were 

used in the calculations. The φ backbone dihedral angles for K, D and G were constrained 

using the values obtained from the HNHA experiment, the χ1 angle of K and D were 

loosely constrained based on the results of the HNHB experiment and the the χ1 and φ 
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dihedral of proline and hydroxyproline were constrained according to the ring puckering 

of the side chain, as determined by the intensity ratio of the β- and δ-protons.6 Details on 

the restraints are available in the supplementary methods. The restraints were propagated 

along the sequence from triplet 2 to triplet 9, leaving the N- and C-terminal triplets 

unconstrained since those amino acids have been shown to populate a less ordered 

conformation in homotrimeric triple helices.6 Distance restraints. Intensity categories 

defined by peak volume: very strong (2.0 - 2.5 Å), strong (2.2 -2.8 Å), medium (2.5–3.5 

Å) and weak (2.8-5.0 Å). Dihedral restraints. From the HNHA experiments see table 2 in 

the text; from the HNHB experiment the χ1 angle of K (180° ± 40°) and D (-60° ± 40° for 

D); from proline side ring pucking the the χ1 and φ values of P (χ1 = 19° ± 30°, φ = -72° ± 

30°) and O (χ1 = -6° ± 30°, φ = -58° ± 30°). 

Structure calculations were done using cycles of simulated annealing (SA) 

followed by a refinement in implicit solvent. In the SA stage 300 trial structures were 

calculated using a combination of torsional and cartesian dynamics with the standard 

protocol available in the Crystallography and NMR System (CNS) software.21 The 

refinement stage was done in AMBER99, performing a minimization in implicit solvent 

subjected to the same constraints utilized in the SA stage on the 150 conformers that 

showed the lowest CNS target function. In the initial cycle, structure calculations were 

started from extended polypeptide chains and only backbone dihedral constrains were 

used. The minimum energy conformer was then used to start a new cycle, in which only 

cartesian dynamics were used in the SA stage, but all the constraints available were 

included. The 15 conformers with the lowest energy, as calculated by AMBER, were then 

selected for the final ensemble.  
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Chapter 4: Rational Design of Single Composition ABC Heterotrimers* 

In order to improve upon the specificity towards ABC heterotrimers within our 

zwitter-ionic system described in the previous chapter, the stability of the OOO 

homotrimer, the main competing state, needs to be reduced. Utilizing the sequence-

structure relationship between the positively charged amino acid lysine and the negatively 

charged amino acids glutamate and aspartate described in chapter 2, we also rationally 

engineer aditional salt-bridges to widen the stability gap between the desired target state 

and the competing homotrimer. This multi-state approach to rational design results in the 

self-assembly of high-stability single composition ABC-type collagen heterotrimers in 

which the designed interactions are satisfied. 

 

4.1 Peptide Design 

Work by Brodsky et al. shows that the substitution of hydroxyproline by any other 

amino acid leads to a loss of thermal stability in the resulting triple helix.1 This element 

of negative design is particularly attractive for our purposes since homotrimeric 

assemblies will include three times the number of substitutions relative to their 

heterotrimeric counterparts. Peptide C (Table 4.1) is based on the (POG)10 template but 

includes two substitutions in the Y position of the 2nd and 7th triplets (O7K and O22K). 

This peptide, as well as all others in this chapter, includes an N-terminal tyrosine to 

facilitate accurate calculations of concentration.  

                                                        
* This chapter is largely based on the following communication:  
Fallas, J. A.; Lee, M. A.; Jalan, A. A.; Hartgerink, J. D. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2012, 134, 
1430-1433.  
The text was modified in pertinent sections to fit in the current format and  highlight our 
improved  understanding of the subject matter since its publication. 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To complement the negative design element, we included a positive design 

component to widen the stability gap between the desired state and competing states. This 

was achieved by pairing the lysine residues in chain C with aspartate residues in an 

adjacent strand. Since the ABC register of the heterotrimer is the target state, two 

aspartate residues were placed in the X position of the 4th and 9th triplets of the (PKG)10 

template sequence (P12D and P27D) to make peptide A. This sequence arrangement (K 

at position n in the lagging strand and D at position n+5 in the leading strand) was chosen 

based on modeling and previous structural studies,2 which indicate that this arrangement 

places the charged side-chain moieties in an ideal position to engage in inter-strand ionic 

hydrogen bonds. To utilize this relationship, we complete our heterotrimeric system with 

peptide B, which follows the (DOG)10 template. The effect of replacing aspartate with 

glutamate in the X position of the B chain on the specificity of the system was also 

explored (peptide B1, Table 4.1). Previously, we have observed that replacing aspartate 

with glutamate in heterotrimeric triple helical systems decreases the melting temperature 

of the heterotrimers,3 which could lead towards improved specificity in the redesigned 

system. In order to facilitate the analysis, the peptides will be divided into two groups: 

system I composed of peptides A, B and C and system II composed of peptides A, B1 

and C. 

Abbreviation Sequence 

A YG(PKGPKGPKGDKGPKG)2 

B YG(DOG)10 

B1 YG(EOG)10 

C YG(POGPKGPOGPOGPOG)2 

O (POG)10 

Table 4.1. Abbreviation and chemical sequence of the peptides discussed in the paper. 
All peptides include a 15N-labelled glycine at position 17 and are free amines at the N-
terminus and amides at the C-terminus. 
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4.2 Circular Dichroism Melting Studies 

4.2a System I: A/B/C 

Peptide C forms a homotrimeric triple helix, CCC, as evidenced by the 

sigmoidal transition observed in circular dichroism (CD) thermal unfolding experiments. 

Figure 4.1B shows the first derivative of the CD melting curve of CCC, with a 

transition temperature of 51 °C which is 14 °C lower than that of the parent sequence. 

Neither of the other peptides this group (A and B) forms a homotrimer under the 

examined conditions as evidenced by the linear profile observed in the melting 

experiments (Figure 4.1a and b). 

The binary mixtures involving peptides with opposite charges (A/B and B/C) 

form AAB-type heterotrimers, which can be differentiated from the CCC homotrimer 

by a lowering of the melting temperature in the CD thermal unfolding curve (Figure 4.2c 

and d). The A/C mixture melts at the same temperature as the sample containing only 

peptide C, which indicates that there is no significant interaction between the peptides. 

This is not surprising as both peptides have an overall positive charge and the most stable 

species in the mixture is expected to be the CCC homotrimer. 

A 1:1:1 mixture of peptides A, B and C forms a highly stable ABC-type 

heterotrimer as evidenced by CD thermal unfolding studies. The first derivative of the 

CD melting curve of an annealed mixture of the three peptides is shown in Figure 4.1c. 

The melting temperature of the ternary mixture, at 60° C, is approximately 8 °C higher 

than that of the CCC homotrimer, as well as that of any of the binary mixtures, making 

the ABC heterotrimer the most stable species in the redesigned system (Figure 4.1e and 

f).  
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Figure 4.1 CD thermal unfolding curves (right) and first derivatives (left) for different 
mixture of peptides in system I. (a) and (b) correspond to individual solutions of the three 
peptides, A, B and C. (c) and (d) correspond to the binary mixtures of the peptides: A/B, 
B/C, C/A. (e) and (f) correspond the mixture containing all peptides before (na) and after 
annealing (a). 
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4.2b System II: A/B1/C 

The melting profiles of peptides A and C and their mixture A/C were described in 

the previous section and peptide B1 shows a linear melting profile indicating the absence 

of a homotrimer (Figure 4.2a and b). The binary mixtures (Figure 4.2c and d) behave 

similar to system I with oppositely charged peptide mixtures (A/B1 and B1/C) forming 

AAB-type heterotrimers. 

A 1:1:1 mixture of peptides A, B1 and C forms an ABC-type heterotrimer as 

evidenced by CD thermal unfolding studies. The melting temperature for this trimer is 

lower that of the A/B/C mixture at 52° C and overlaps with that of the CCC 

homotrimer. Despite this overlap, it is possible to differentiate both species by the 

disappearance of the peak corresponding to the A/B1 trimer upon annealing of the sample 

(Figure 4.2c and f). Solution NMR experiments will be presented in the next section to 

complement the CD analysis.  
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Figure 4.2 CD thermal unfolding curves (right) and first derivatives (left) for different 
mixture of peptides in system I. (a) and (b) correspond to individual solutions of the three 
peptides, A, B1 and C. (c) and (d) correspond to the binary mixtures of the peptides: 
A/B1, B1/C, C/A. (e) and (f) correspond the mixture containing all peptides both before 
(na) and after (a) annealing. 
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4.3 Solution NMR studies  

4.3a System I: A/B/C 

To aid the study of the molecular conformation of the peptides in solution, a 15N-

labelled glycine was included in the 5th triplet of each peptide (G17). The 1H,15N-

Heteronuclear Single Quantum Coherence (HSQC) spectrum of the peptide C is shown in 

Figure 4.3a. The peak corresponding to the CCC homotrimer has the expected 

chemical shift, similar to that of OOO. Two additional peaks are observed and we 

have assigned them to monomeric peptide with different cis-trans isomerization states of 

the prolyl-peptide bonds surrounding the labeled glycine.4 

  

 
Figure 4.3 1H,15N-HSQC spectra of the (a) ABC, (b) AB1C and (c) CCC trimers 
at 25 °C. Each peptide strand contains a 15N-labelled glycine in the 5th triplet, denoted by 
the subscript next to each peak (H stands for homotrimer and M). 
 

Despite the apparent success observed by CD, we are interested in studying the 

molecular conformation of the mixture. Particularly, we would like to verify that the 

difference in stability between the ABC heterotrimer and the homotrimer is sufficient to 

preclude self-assembly of the latter. The 1H,15N-HSQC spectrum of the mixture (Figure 

4.3b) shows the three peaks expected from the heterotrimer, with chemical shifts 
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comparable to those of the template sequences discussed in the previous chapter.2 

Importantly, it also lacks the peak corresponding the CCC homotrimer. Thus, within 

the experimental limits of CD and NMR we only observe the single composition ABC 

heterotrimic helix, validating our design protocol. Besides the peaks corresponding to the 

main register of the ABC system, an additional crosspeak is observed in the spectrum 

(highlighted by a prime symbol), which we assigned to a competing register of the ABC 

helix. This assignment is based on a combination of Nuclear Overhauser Effect 

Spectroscopy (NOESY) and 1H,15N-HSQC experiments at 45 °C to avoid ambiguity 

about composition since the highest stability AAB heterotrimer within this system has a 

melting temperature of 45 °C. The analysis focuses on NOEs between the aspartate amide 

proton and the glycine amide protons in the three different chains. Figure 4.4 highlights 

the resonances utilized in the assignment of the main register and also shows a molecular 

model where the spatial arrangement of the atoms utilized in the analysis is illustrated. 

Figure 4.5 highlights the resonances utilized in the assignment of the secondary register 

and also shows a molecular model where the spatial arrangement of the atoms utilized in 

the analysis is illustrated. The peaks corresponding to the other two chains of the 

competing ABC register were not identified in the 1H,15N-HSQC due to chemical shift 

overlap with the peaks arising from the main register. 
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Figure 4.4 1H,15N-HSQC spectrum 1H,1H-NOESY spectrum and model highlighting the 
resonances arising from the ABC register of system I. (a) 1H,15N-HSQC spectrum. (b) 
NOESY spectrum highlighting amide-amide cross peaks between aspartic acid and three 
glycine residues in different chains (b) Molecular model showing the protons that give 
rise to the resonance in (a); Chain A is blue, B is red and C green. Circles in (b) 
correspond to lines of the same color in (c). Lines connecting resonances in (a) and (b) 
correspond to the chain color in (c). 
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Figure 4.5 1H,15N-HSQC spectrum 1H,1H-NOESY spectrum and model highlighting the 
resonances arising from the CAB register of system I. (a) 1H,15N-HSQC spectrum. (b) 
NOESY spectrum highlighting amide-amide cross peaks between glutamic acid and three 
glycine resiudes in different chains (b) Molecular model showing the protons that give 
rise to the resonance in (a); Chain A is blue, B is red and C green. Circles in (b) 
correspond to lines of the same color in (c). Lines connecting resonances in (a) and (b) 
correspond to the chain color in (c). 
 

The CD melting studies corroborate the success of our negative design 

component, but in order to confirm the success of our multi-state strategy, the structure 

based positive design element needs to be validated. We do this by studying the 

molecular conformation of the redesigned amino acids using solution NMR experiments. 

Because of the symmetry of the triple helix, only a single set of chemical shifts is 

expected for each of the newly incorporated charged residues,5 facilitating the analysis 

using this analytical technique. Figure 4.6a shows two sections of the NOESY spectrum 

of a 3 mM 1:1:1 mixture of peptides A, B and C at 45 °C. The cross peak at 8.58 and 
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3.04 ppm arises from the asparate amide proton in chain A and the lysine ε-methylene in 

chain C, which shows a single chemical shifts for both diasteriotopic protons. This 

crosspeak is characteristic of salt bridges in triple helical peptides,6 and therefore 

validates our positive design strategy. Furthermore, another peak at 3.64 and 3.04 ppm, 

arising from lysine ε-protons in chain C and the glycine α-protons preceding the aspartate 

in chain A, is also observed. The corresponding resonances between chains A and B are 

also highlighted in the figure. Figure 4.6b shows a triple helical structure generated using 

the flexible backbone modeling capabilities7 of the Rosetta macromolecular modeling 

suite8 and highlights the atoms that give rise to the resonances mentioned above. 

 These peaks are important, not only because they validate our positive design 

strategy, but also because they serve to unambiguously determine the register of the triple 

helix as ABC. Given the relative position of the charged amino acids in chains A and 

C, the only register in which those residues can come close enough to one another to 

generate NOEs is the target state, the ABC register of the heterotrimeric helix (Figure 

4.7). 
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Figure 4.6 1H,1H-NOESY spectum and model. (a) NOESY spectrum of the ABC 
heterotrimer highlighting inter-strand interactions involving the lysine side-chains and 
aspartate/glutamate and glycine backbone atoms. (b) Molecular model showing the 
protons that give rise to the resonance in (a); Chain A is blue, B is red and C green. Lines 
and circles of the same color in (a) and (b) correspond to one another. 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Figure 4.7 Registers of an ABC heterotrimer. Amino acids highlighted by boxes in the 
aligned sequence correspond to beads in the structure. Pairs of amino acids participating 
in inter-strand salt bridges are connected by lines.  
 

4.3b System II: A/B/C 

The 1H,15N-HSQC spectrum of system II (Figure 4.3b) lacks the peak 

corresponding to the CCC homotrimer, confirming that this system is also composed 

solely of ABC heterotrimers despite the similar melting temperature of the CCC 

homotrimer. This can be rationalized utilizing the chemical potential of the solution and 

the relative stability of the different available states. The mixture will seek to minimize 

the chemical potential to reach equilibrium and this achieved by populating only 

heterotrimeric helices, as the self-assembly of CCC would force the two remaining 

peptide chains to fold into relatively unstable AAB heterotrimers. The pattern observed in 

this spectrum is very similar to that of the mixture containing B (Figure 4.3a), and 

contains both a main register (Figure 4.8) and a secondary register (Figure 4.9). The main 

difference between system I and system II is that the peak corresponding to the secondary 

register is significantly weaker, which we interpret as a reduction in the relative 

population of this state. Thus, by including both K/E and K/D charge pairs, we have 

improved upon the specificity towards a particular heterotrimeric register with the caveat 
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that the overall stability of the system is decreased. This trade-off between the overall 

stability in a designed protein system and the specificity towards a particular state is not 

unusual,9,10 but has only been recently been explored for triple helical systems.11  

 

Figure 4.8 1H,15N-HSQC spectrum 1H,1H-NOESY spectrum and model highlighting the 
resonances arising from the AB1C register of system II. (a) 1H,15N-HSQC spectrum. 
(b) NOESY spectrum highlighting amide-amide cross peaks between glutamic acid and 
three glycine resiudes in different chains (b) Molecular model showing the protons that 
give rise to the resonance in (a); Chain A is blue, B1 is magenta and C green. Circles in 
(b) correspond to lines of the same color in (c). Lines connecting resonances in (a) and 
(b) correspond to the chain color in (c). 
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Figure 4.9 1H,15N-HSQC spectrum 1H,1H-NOESY spectrum and model highlighting the 
resonances arising from the CAB1 register of system II. (a) 1H,15N-HSQC spectrum. 
(b) NOESY spectrum highlighting amide-amide cross peaks between glutamic acid and 
three glycine resiudes in different chains (b) Molecular model showing the protons that 
give rise to the resonance in (a); Chain A is blue, B1 is magenta and C green. Circles in 
(b) correspond to lines of the same color in (c). Lines connecting resonances in (a) and 
(b) correspond to the chain color in (c). 
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The register of the ABC-type heterotrimer of system II was also studied. Using a 

similar methodology than for system I, we studied the molecular conformation of the 

redesigned amino acids using solution NMR experiments. Figure 4.9a shows two sections 

of the NOESY spectrum of a 3 mM 1:1:1 mixture of peptides A, B1 and C at 45 °C. The 

cross peak at 8.61 and 3.02 ppm arises from the aspartate amide proton in chain A and 

the lysine ε-methylene in chain C, which shows a single chemical shifts for both 

diasteriotopic protons. This crosspeak is characteristic of salt bridges in triple helical 

peptides6 and once again validates our positive design strategy. Another peak at 3.68 and 

3.02 ppm, arising from lysine ε-protons in chain C and the glycine α-protons preceding 

the aspartate in chain A, is also observed. The corresponding resonances between chains 

A and B1 are also highlighted in the figure. These peaks are important, not only because 

they determine the register of the triple helix as AB1C. Given the relative position of 

the charged amino acids in chains A and C, the only register in which those residues can 

come close enough to one another to generate NOEs is the target state, the AB1C 

register of the heterotrimeric helix. Figure 4.10b shows a triple helical structure generated 

using the flexible backbone modeling capabilities7 of the Rosetta macromolecular 

modeling suite8 and highlights the atoms that give rise to the resonances mentioned 

above.  
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Figure 4.10 1H,1H-NOESY spectum and model. (a) NOESY spectrum of the AB1C 
heterotrimer highlighting inter-strand interactions involving the lysine side-chains and 
aspartate/glutamate and glycine backbone atoms. (b) Molecular model showing the 
protons that give rise to the resonance in (a); Chain A is blue, B is red and C green. Lines 
and circles of the same color in (a) and (b) correspond to one another. 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4.4 Conclusions  

The synthesis of a single register self-assembling ABC triple helical heterotrimer 

of high stability is a major challenge for de novo protein design. Such a system is 

desirable because it can be used as a scaffold in host-guest peptides to study the structure, 

biochemistry, stability and multi-state self-assembly of heterotrimeric collagenous 

proteins, mirroring what has been done with homotrimeric triple helices, which has been 

pivotal in our understanding of the most abundant protein family in the human body.12-18 

This study successfully improves upon previous efforts by generating a high-stability 

single composition ABC heterotrimeric system utilizing a rational multi-state design 

strategy that exploits novel sequence-structure relationships in triple helical proteins. 

Despite populating more than one register of the desired heterotrimer, NMR studies on 

the system are able to confirm that the main component in the mixture corresponds to the 

target state and that the stabilizing pair-wise interactions that were included based upon 

structural modeling are satisfied. Furthermore, we are able to reduce the relative 

population of alternative registers by modifying the amino acid composition of one the 

peptide chains within the system. In order for future systems to improve upon selectivity 

towards a particular register, the stability of all competing states needs to be included in 

the design protocol. This idea will be expanded upon in the next chapter. 

 

4.5 Experimental  

Peptide Synthesis and Purification – All peptides were synthesized with an Advanced 

Chemtech Apex 396 solid phase peptide synthesizer using Fmoc chemistry and a Rink 

MBH amide resin. During the automated procedure, a manual addition of 2 equivalents 
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15N-labelled glycine, purchased form Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, was carried out in 

position 17. The final sequences include a tyrosine (for concentration determination) and 

a glycine spacer at the N-terminus. All peptides are C-terminally amidated. The peptides 

were purified on a Varian PrepStar220 HPLC with a preparative reverse phase C-18 

column using a linear water/acetonitrile gradient each containing 0.5% TFA and analyzed 

by ESI-TOF mass spectrometry on a Bruker microTOF instrument. 

 

Concentration Determination – Concentration of stock solutions was determined by 

UV/Vis absorption at 275 nm using a molar extinction coefficient of 1400 cm-1/M. 

 

Circular Dichroism – All CD experiments were performed with a Jasco J-810 

spectropolarimeter equipped with a Peltier temperature control system. Non-annealed 

samples were mixed and incubated at room temperature overnight before measurements 

were preformed. Annealed samples were heated above 80 °C for 30 minutes in the 

spectrometer and incubated for at least 12 hours at room temperature before 

measurements were performed. Samples were prepared to a total concentration of        

300 µM in 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7 by mixing the desired peptides in the 

appropriate ratio. Samples containing binary mixtures were prepared in a 1:1 ratio and 

samples containing ternary mixtures were prepared in a 1:1:1 ratio. Spectra were acquired 

between 215-250 nm to locate the maximum near 222 nm, which was monitored during 

unfolding experiments. Melting curves were performed from 5 to 85 °C with a heating 

rate of 10 °C/hr. The first derivative of the melting curve was taken in order to determine 

the melting temperature (Tm) of the sample, which we define as the minimum in the 
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derivative graph. The molar residual ellipticity (MRE) is calculated from the measured 

ellipticity using the equation: 

€ 

[θ ]= θ ×m
c× l × nr

 

where θ is the ellipticity in mdeg, m is the molecular weight in g/mol, c is the 

concentration in mg/mL, l is the pathlength of the cuvette in cm, and nr is the number of 

amino acids in the peptide. All annealed samples were repeated after a 2-week incubation 

period to ensure that systems under thermodynamic equilibrium were measured. For ease 

of discussion peptides were grouped into two systems: system I refers to peptides A, B 

and C and system II refers to peptides A, B1 and C.  

 

Molecular Modeling – Homology models for the ABC, CAB and BCA registers 

of system I and the AB1C, CAB1 and B1CA registers of system II were prepared 

using the Rosetta software suite8 using the crystal structure of a triple helical peptide (pdb 

id: 1K6F) as a template.19 After mutating the residues to their corresponding identity in 

each of the register using the fixed backbone design application rounds of flexible 

backbone modeling using the backrub application (100000 monte-carlo steps with an 

internal temperature value of 0.3) and side chain relaxation were carried out. Because this 

particular macromolecular software suite lacks explicit electrostatic scoring terms but 

includes directional hydrogen-bonding potentials, distance constraints were placed upon 

the charged residues to bias them towards the observed experimental conformations, as 

evidenced by NOE cross peak patterns and previous structural studies, during both 

procedures. The backrub/relax protocol was repeated until convergence was reached.  
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NMR Spectroscopy – All NMR experiments were recorded in an 800 MHz Varian 

spectrometer equipped with a triple resonance probe. Samples were prepared at two 

different total peptide concentrations (1 mM and 3 mM) in a10 mM phosphate buffer at 

pH 7 and a 9:1 ratio of H2O to D2O. Heterotrimer samples were mixed in a 1:1:1 ratio, 

heated to 85 °C and incubated overnight at room temperature before starting the 

experiments. Homotrimer samples were only studied at a 1 mM concentration and were 

not annealed. The spectra were processed using NMRpipe20 and analyzed using 

ccpnmr.21 Square Cosine bell window functions were used as apodization functions and 

the data was zero-filled to the next power of two in both dimensions. Drift and baseline 

corrections were applied when necessary. Each sample was characterized using 2D total 

correlated spectroscopy (TOCSY), nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy (NOESY), 

1H,15N-heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) and 2D NOESY-15N-HSQC 

experiments at 45 °C (3 mM samples for heterotrimers, 1 mM sample for the 

homotrimer) and 1H,15N-HSQC and 1H,1H-NOESY experiments at 25 °C (1 mM 

samples). TOCSY spectra with a 50 ms spinlock duration at 8 kHz were acquired with a 

total of 1700 complex points recorded in 8 scans for the directly acquired dimension 

while 500 increments were used in the indirect dimension. NOESY spectra with a 100 ms 

mixing time were acquired with a total of 1700 complex points recorded in 8 scans for 

the directly acquired dimension while 500 increments were used in the indirect 

dimension. A square spectral window of 1000 Hz was used for all homonuclear spectra. 

A total of 1208 complex points in 32 scans for the direct dimension and 50 increments in 

the indirect dimension were acquired for the 1H,15N-HSQC experiments using a spectral 
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window of 10000 Hz in the hydrogen dimension and 1200 Hz in the nitrogen dimension. 

For the 2D NOESY-15N-HSQC spectra a mixing time of 100 ms was used and a total of 

1600 complex points in 128 scans for the direct dimension and 200 increments for the 

indirect dimension were acquired using a spectral window of 8000 Hz for the direct 

dimension and 7200 for the indirect dimension. 

 

Sequential Assignment and Species Identification – Because of the symmetry of the triple 

helix, most of the amino acids in repetitive sequence show identical chemical shifts. The 

substitutions included in the present study partially break this symmetry but there is still a 

set of residues that are in a symmetric chemical environment and give rise to a set of 

stronger resonances. The chemical sequence of those residues in the main register was 

determined using a combination of 1H,15N-HSQC, 1H,1H-NOESY, 1H,1H-TOCSY 

experiments and the data from the template sequences as a reference.2 The sequential 

assignment procedure for the redesigned sequences (GDK in chain A and OGD in chain 

C) was carried out using a more traditional sequential assignment procedure using 1H,1H-

TOCSY and 1H,1H-NOESY experiments at 45 °C and 1H,1H-NOESY experiments at a 

temperature of 25 °C. The peaks for the secondary register were assigned using a 

combination of 1H,1H-NOESY and 1H,15N-HSQC experiments at 45 °C.  
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Chapter 5: Computational Design of Register-Specific ABC Collagen 

Heterotrimers∗ 

Proteins have mastered the cooperative use of non-covalent interactions to self-

assemble into complex three-dimensional architectures. A rather stringent test of our 

understanding of the principles that determine a protein’s structure from the 

physicochemical information encoded in its amino acid sequence lies in the design of 

synthetic polypeptide chains that are able to replicate this feat; that is, to accurately fold 

into a particular conformation while avoiding the population of closely related states. 

Computational design protocols have been successful at this task, particularly when 

dealing with globular proteins1-3 and α-helical coiled coils.4-6 These structural motifs 

benefit from the presence of a hydrophobic core that is buried upon exposure to an 

aqueous environment and acts as a major driving force in the folding and association of 

the peptide chains.7 A structural motif that, despite its predominance in higher organisms, 

has seen rather limited success in this field is the collagen triple helix.8,9 The large 

number of competing states that need to be explicitly modeled and the fact that only 

solvent-exposed amino acids can be used to bias the chain association in this fold, make it 

a challenging system for de novo design.  

In this chapter, we develop a multi-state computational design protocol using a 

sequence-based scoring function that exploits the sequence-structure relationships 

derived in Chapter 2.10 This approach allows us to explicitly calculate all the possible 

triple helical states within a peptide mixture and optimize the stability of the desired 

                                                        
∗ This chapter is based upon a manuscript that has been submitted for publication in a 
peer-reviewed scientific journal. 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target state while maximizing the energy gap between the target and the most stable 

decoy. As a proof of principle, we use this methodology to design three peptides that fold 

into an ABC heterotrimer with complete control over the helix composition and register.  

 

5.1 Computational Design Methodology 

We developed a sequence-based scoring function for triple helical proteins based 

on our understanding of the non-covalent interactions that stabilize this protein fold. We 

set the prototypical homotrimeric sequence, (POG)10, as the reference state and give it a 

numerical value of 0 in our relative scale. Single point mutations with respect to this 

scaffold, which are known to be destabilizing,11 are given a positive numerical value. 

Pairs of amino acids that are known to interact favorably and stabilize the fold12 are given 

negative numerical value. In principle any single and double substitutions can be allowed 

but we have restricted ourselves to oppositely charged amino acids, particularly, lysine 

and aspartic acid as they have shown to engage in the most stabilizing inter-chain ionic 

hydrogen bonds in the context of rationally designed collagen heterotrimers13, as 

exemplified by the results presented in Chapter 4. Furthermore, we restrict the amino acid 

identity of the X position to either P or D and that of the Y position to either O or K 

following the pattern observed in naturally occurring collagens where negatively charged 

amino acids have higher propensity for the X position and positively charged amino acids 

have a higher propensity for the Y position.14 Even in this reduced space, two distinct 

contact geometries between the oppositely charged amino acids are possible, which we 

refer to as lateral and axial interactions in Chapter 2.10 As discussed in that chapter lateral 

contacts are only marginally stabilizing in triple helices15 while axial contacts have been 
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shown to bias self-assembling peptides towards a specific heterotrimeric target state as 

discussed in Chapters 3 and 4,16 thus only the latter will be considered in our current 

approach.  

With these considerations in mind, the energy score (E) of a particular sequence is 

given by 

E = ε1Μ − ε2N                                                         (1) 

where M is the number of ionizable residues, N is the number of axial salt bridges and 

ε1 and ε2  their respective contributions. Figure 5.1a shows the relative position of 

interacting amino acids in axial salt bridges in terms of aligned triple helical sequences 

and Figure 5.1b is a molecular representation of the interacting side-chains (pdb ID 

3U29). We hypothesize that this function, despite its simplistic form and the numerous 

approximations used in its formulation, captures the dominant contributions to the free 

energy difference between triple helical states in the sequence space of interest by i) 

penalizing point mutations from the POG scaffold and ii) rewarding double mutations 

that lead to the formation of ionic hydrogen bonds between adjacent strands. 

Furthermore, although we arrive at our expression using intuitive supramolecular 

considerations, it can be independently derived using a rigorous theoretical approach. It 

can be shown that equation (1) corresponds to a truncated, simplified version of the 

cluster expansion, recently applied by Keating et al.17 to evaluate protein energies from 

their amino acid sequences.  

  The second component of the design protocol is a search algorithm that is able to 

explore the space of interest and select sequences that satisfy a given set of constraints. 

We use a genetic algorithm (GA) for this purpose since it has been successful in multi-
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state protein design problems.18,19 For this approach, a fitness function needs to be 

defined and optimized. We define our fitness function, χ, as  

χ = ΕΤ − λΔΕ,   ΔΕ = ΕΤ − min[Ei]i≠T                               (2) 

where ET represents the stability of the target state, λ is a proportionality constant and 

ΔE is the difference in stability between the target state and the most stable member of 

the competing state ensemble, which is a measure of the specificity of the system towards 

the target state. The first term biases the search to sequences that have low energy scores 

and thus a large proportion of paired charged amino acids or a high content of P and O 

residues. The second term biases the search towards sequences where there are more 

unpaired basic and acidic residues in the most stable decoy than in the target structure.  

 
Figure 5.1 Inter-chain interactions and computational design protocol. a, Position of the 
interacting amino acids in axial salt bridges in terms of aligned triple helical sequences. 
b, Molecular representation of the contacts shown in a (pdb id 3U29). c, Schematic of our 
sequence selection genetic algorithm.  
 

In our GA (Figure 5.1c) we start with a random population of sequences that are 

scored according to their fitness. A second subset is generated that is augmented with 

some of the fittest members of the initial population which are then subjected to 
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reproduction operations to generate an offspring generation. This process is repeated until 

a target fitness is met or a preset number of generations is produced. Details on the GA 

are available in the Materials and Methods section.  

The best fitness score found for ABC-type sequences was -12 a.u.; this means that 

there are 12 more unpaired ionizable residues in the most stable competing state than in 

the desired triple helix, where all oppositely charged residues are paired. This solution is 

not unique and although we cannot prove that it corresponds to the global minimum of 

the fitness function, we show experimentally that it is sufficient to preclude the self-

assembly of any alternative states when all three sequences are present in solution.  

 

5.2 Experimental Characterization 

Table 5.1 shows the three sequences that were selected for experimental 

characterization, which will be referred to as α , β   and γ   respectively. These peptides 

have a smaller net charge ( -2, +2 and 0, respectively) than the rationally designed triple 

helical heterotimers studied in the previous chapters despite having a higher content of 

charged residues. There are 14 possible axial contacts, which are satisfied in the desired 

register αβγ . The next most stable configuration corresponds to 8 paired salt bridges 

with 12 unpaired ionizable residues and there are several triple helices with that 

arrangement: 2 alternative ABC registers (βγα  and γαβ) and 10 AAB-type helices 

(ααβ ,  αβα , αββ , βαβ , ααγ , αγγ , βγγ , γβγ , βγβ  and ββγ). 
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Abbreviation Sequence 

α  PKGPKGDOGPOGDKGDKGPKGPOGDKGPOGGY 

β  POGDOGDKGPOGPOGDKGDOGDKGPKGDOGGY 

γ  PKGPOGPKGDKGPOGPOGDKGPOGDOGDOGGY 

Table 5.1 Peptide sequences and abbreviations. All peptides include a 15N-labelled 
glycine at position 15 and are acetyl-esters at the N-terminus and amides at the C-
terminus.  

 

5.2a Circular Dichroism Melting Studies 

In order to assess the performance of our GA algorithm, samples were prepared 

for CD melting studies with a total peptide concentration of 0.3 mM in 10 mM phosphate 

buffer at pH 7. We utilize the minimum in the first derivative of the unfolding curve to 

define the melting temperature in our analysis. Each sequence was examined 

individually, in 1:1 binary mixtures and in a 1:1:1 ternary mixture (Figure 5.2). Only 

peptide γ  shows the formation of a homotrimeric helix under the examined conditions, as 

evidenced by the weak cooperative transition observed in the unfolding experiment 

(Figure 5.2 a and b). All binary mixtures show cooperative transitions with the 1:1 

α/β  mixture having the lowest molar residual ellipticity (MRE) and melting temperature 

(Tm). The 1:1 α/γ  and β/γ   mixtures both show transitions with the same Tm (43 °C, 

figure 5.2 c and d) and comparable MRE. The ternary mixture shows the highest Tm of 

the system with an unfolding transition at 58 °C, 15 °C higher than the most stable 

competing AAB heterotrimers (Figure 5.2 e and f). We attribute this difference in thermal 

stability to the difference in the number of charge pairs between the desired register and 

the AAB competing states.  
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Figure 5.2 CD thermal unfolding curves (right) and first derivatives (left) for different 
different peptide mixtures; a and b correspond to individual solutions of the three 
peptides: α, β and γ; c and d correspond to the 1:1 binary mixtures: α/β, β/γ  and α/γ; e 
and f corresponds to the 1:1:1 α/β/γ mixture. 
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Although this result is encouraging, the presence of competing states can be easily 

masked in CD melting studies. Furthermore, this technique cannot differentiate between 

different registers of a given helix to show that the cooperative transition observed in the 

ternary mixture indeed corresponds to the designed register. For this reason solution 

NMR studies were carried out to corroborate that the ternary mixture, within the 

detection limits of this analytical technique, is indeed composed solely of the desired 

αβγ  heterotrimer.  

 5.2b Structural Characterization 

Samples for NMR were prepared in 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7 with 10% 

D2O. Once again, each sequence was examined individually, in 1:1 binary mixtures and 

in a 1:1:1 ternary mixture. Figure 5.3 shows the 1H,15N-Heteronuclear Single Quantum 

Coherence (HSQC) spectra of the different samples at 37 °C. Each of the peptide 

sequences contains a 15N-labeled glycine at position 15 to facilitate the analysis. A single 

peak is expected from every unique chemical environment that each of the peptides 

encounter. No homotrimeric triple helices are present at this temperature, as expected 

from the CD melting studies and evidenced by the absence of trimeric peaks originating 

from the samples containing a single sequence. The overlaid spectra (Figure 5.3a) show 

only the presence of broad monomeric peaks. Figure 5.3b showcases the overlaid spectra 

of the binary mixtures. The blue peaks correspond to the α/β   mixture, which are 

identical to the peaks observed for the individual sequences, thus indicating the absence 

of α2β/αβ2 trimers at this temperature. On the other hand, both the α/γ   and 

β/γ  mixtures show distinct trimeric peaks, green and red respectively. These peaks 

correspond to the molecular fingerprint of the competing states of alternative composition 
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and can be used to investigate their presence or absence from the ternary mixture. The 

annealed α/β/γ   mixture shows only 3 distinct heterotrimeric cross peak of equal 

intensity as well as residual monomeric peaks. The three peaks in this spectrum (Figure 

5.3 c) can be unambiguously assigned to the α , β   and  γ   chains.  

 
Figure 5.3 1H,15N-HSQC spectra. a, Overlaid spectra of the three samples containing 
individual sequences. b, Overlaid spectra of the three samples containing binary 
mixtures. c, Spectrum of the annealed ternary mixture. All experiments performed at 37 
°C. 
 

The chemical shift of the labeled glycines (position 15 in each chain) was 

determined using a combination of 1H,15N-HSQC , 1H,1H-NOESY, 1H,1H-TOCSY and 

2D 1H,1H-NOESY-15N-HSQC spectra at 37 °C. In the case of peptide α (figure 5.4) the 

chemical shift of K14(Hα) proton, K14(Hγ1) and K14(Hγ2) can be identified using the 

sequential NOE to the labeled G15(NH) in the 1H,1H-NOESY-15N-HSQC spectrum as 

well as the intra-residue NOEs and TOCSY cross peaks arising from the unlabeled lysine 

residue. Although the intra-residue peaks K14(Hγ1)-K14(Hγ2) and K14(Hγ1)-K14(Hα) 

in Figure 5.4a cannot be unambiguously assigned because most of the lysine side-chains 

present similar shifts for the γ-methylene protons, their unique aliphatic chemical 

environment gives rise to a characteristic chemical shift that can be used to unequivocally 

identify the labeled glycine corresponding to the α  chain since none of the remaining 
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sequences have lysine residues preceding the labeled position. Similarly, in the case of 

peptide β  (Figure 5.5) the chemical shift of O14(Hα), O14(Hβ1), O14(Hβ2) can be 

identified using the sequential NOE to the labeled G15(NH) in the 1H,1H-NOESY-15N-

HSQC spectrum as well as the intra-residue NOEs and TOCSY cross peaks arising from 

the unlabeled hydroxyproline residue, O14(Hβ1)-O14(Hα) and O14(Hβ2)-O14(Hα). The 

chemical shift of D16(NH) can be identified from the sequential D16(NH)-G15(Hα1) 

and D16(NH)-G15(Hα2) NOEs in the 1H,1H-NOESY spectrum, these are necessary to 

differentiate sequences β (O14G15D16) and γ (O14G15P16). Finally, in the case of peptide 

γ  (Figure 5.6) the chemical shift of O14(Hα) proton, O14(Hβ1), O14(Hβ2) can be 

identified using the sequential NOE to the labeled G15(NH) in the 1H,1H-NOESY-15N-

HSQC spectrum as well as the intra-residue NOEs and TOCSY cross peaks arising from 

the unlabeled hydroxyproline residue, O14(Hβ1)-O14(Hα) and O14(Hβ2)-O14(Hα). 

Figure 5.4. Sequential assignment of the α peptide. a, overlaid 1H,1H-NOESY(gray) and 
2D 1H,1H-NOESY-15N-HSQC (black) spectra of the α/β/γ mixture with sequential NOEs 
highlighted by colored circles; the aliphatic region of the spectrum is also depicted to 
show intra-residue NOEs in the lysine side-chain. b, Atomic model showing the KG 
dipeptide that gives rise to the sequential NOEs in a. Colored circles in a correspond to 
colored arrows in b.  
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Figure 5.5 Sequential assignment of the β peptide. a, overlaid 1H,1H-NOESY(gray) and 
2D 1H,1H-NOESY-15N-HSQC (black) spectra of the α/β/γ mixture with sequential NOEs 
highlighted by colored circles; the aliphatic region of the spectrum is also depicted to 
show intra-residue NOEs in the hydroxyproline ring. b, Atomic model showing the OGD 
tripeptide that gives rise to the sequential NOEs in a. Colored circles in a correspond to 
colored arrows in b. 

 
Figure 5.6. Sequential assignment of the γ peptide. a, overlaid 1H,1H-NOESY(gray) and 
2D 1H,1H-NOESY-15N-HSQC (black) spectra of the α/β/γ mixture with sequential NOEs 
highlighted by colored circles; the aliphatic region of the spectrum is also depicted to 
show intra-residue NOEs in the hydroxyproline ring. b, Atomic model showing the OG 
dipeptide that gives rise to the sequential NOEs in a. Colored circles in a correspond to 
colored arrows in b. 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 The last step required to validate our design protocol is to experimentally 

characterize the chain stagger or register of the three peptide strands. For this purpose we 

utilize the 1H,1H-NOESY-15N-HSQC spectrum (Figure 5.7a). The spectrum shows 

symmetric Gβ15(NH)-Gα15(NH) and Gβ15(NH)-Gγ15(NH) cross peaks that arise from 

the glycine packing in the core of the helix, and position peptide β  as the middle chain. 

The stagger of peptide γ   with respect to β  is evidenced by the Oγ14(Ha)-Gβ15(NH) 

NOE,  which puts the γ  chain in the lagging position with a one amino acid stagger with 

respect to β . Together these peaks show that the register of the self-assembling ABC 

heterotrimer is αβγ , in agreement with our design protocol. An in silico model in 

Figure 5.7b shows the spatial arrangement of the amino acids utilized for register 

determination.  

 

 
Figure 5.7. Register determination. a, 2D 1H,1H-NOESY-15N-HSQC spectrum of the 
annealed ternary mixture at 37 °C. b, In silico model showing the backbone NOEs 
highlighted in a with the peptide a colored cyan, b strand purple and g orange. Colored 
circles in a correspond to the colored arrows in b 
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Figure 5.8. Characterization of an axial salt bridge. a, overlaid 1H,1H-NOESY(gray) and 
2D 1H,1H-NOESY-15N-HSQC (black) spectra of the a/b/g mixture with sequential and 
inter-chain NOEs highlighted by colored circles. b, Homology model showing the spatial 
arrangement of the atoms that gives rise to the NOEs in a with the peptide a depicted 
cyan, b purple and g orange. Colored circles in a correspond to colored arrows in b. 
 

Although the chemical shift of most charged amino acids cannot be 

unambiguously determined a combination of 1H,1H-NOESY and 2D 1H,1H-NOESY-15N-

HSQC spectra at 37 °C can be used to assign one of the axial salt bridges that stabilize 

our designed triple helix. Figure 5.8 shows the resonances used in the characterization of 

this inter-strand interaction between Kα14 and Dβ16.  The chemical shift Dβ16(ΝΗ)  can 

be identified using the sequential NOE to the labeled Gβ15(Hα) in the NOESY spectrum. 

There is also a clear resonance between Dβ16(ΝΗ)  and a lysine ε-methylene. Most ε 

protons have comparable chemical shifts and thus the assignment can only be made 

considering the sequence, but this resonance is characteristic of K-D axial salt bridges 

and validates our design hypothesis by showing that axial salt bridges are indeed present 

in our system. 

 Our experimental characterization of the peptide sequences generated by the GA 

agree with the initial hypothesis that our minimalistic energy function captures the 
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dominant contributions to the chemical potential of triple helical peptide mixtures within 

the set sequence constraints. Although other factors besides the formation of axial salt 

bridges, such as electrostatic repulsion and contributions of different single and double 

substitutions, could be incorporated to improve the accuracy of the model, their relative 

strength needs to be carefully weighted for triple helical systems. Nanda et al.9 recently 

utilized a comparable sequence-based scoring function adapted from coiled-coil design 

and a simulated annealing Monte Carlo search algorithm to tackle the problem of 

compositional control in ABC-type heterotrimers. Their study generated sequences with 

significantly lower thermal stability, approximately 30 °C, and does not differentiate 

based on register. Additionally, that study explored a larger sequence space by allowing 

lysine residues in the X position as well as aspartic acid residues in the Y position, relied 

heavily on repulsion between amino acids of identical charge and weighted equally all 

pair-wise configurations that allowed for geometrical contacts between oppositely 

charged residues. We believe that the main reason for the difference in melting 

temperature between the two designed peptide systems lies in the fact that axial salt-

bridges dominate the energy landscape. If other interactions are to be included within the 

model, their relative contributions need to be weighted more effectively. Establishing 

proper weighting for additional pairwise interactions with collagen triple helices is an 

important goal for full understanding of the structure and self-assembly of collagen 

helices. 

5.3 Conclusions 

This chapter presents a minimalistic approach to the design of heterotrimeric 

triple helical peptides. By constraining the sequence space and understanding what amino 
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acid configurations are stabilizing and destabilizing for triple helices within those 

constraints, we are able to generate sequences that form ABC-type triple helices with a 

high thermal stability and control over the relative stagger of the peptide chains within 

the helix. Our automated sequence selection algorithm is successful because of the 

balance struck in our scoring function between the destabilization induced on triple 

helical assemblies by changing conformationally restricted imino acids to ionizable 

residues and the stabilization conferred upon the formation of axial inter-strand ionic 

hydrogen bonds.  

Currently, the registration process in heterotrimeric members of the collagen 

family, such as types I, IV and IX, is poorly understood. It is thought that globular 

domains capable of setting the composition play a dominant role in this process, but our 

synthetic analog shows that it is indeed possible to control the register of a triple helical 

system using information encoded solely in the collagenous domain. Our simple scoring 

function can be expanded to account for other amino acids, and their respective 

interactions, to study the stability and specificity profiles of natural heterotrimeric 

collagens and shed light on their registration mechanism and the role that triple helical 

domains have in that process.  

Finally, this methodology can be used to generate flanking regions for 

heterotrimeric host-guest peptide studies. The designed N- and C-terminal domains can 

be used to set the composition and chain register as well as drive triple helix formation, 

similar to POG triplets in homotrimers, and the guest domain can be used to include wild 

type sequences or mutants opening a whole new chapter in the study of the biochemistry 

and biophysics of this important protein family.  
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5.4 Experimental 

Scoring Function – Each triple helical sequence composed, of 30 amino acids per chain is 

encoded as a 60-bit string, odd bits represents the X positions and even the Y positions, 

glycines are excluded as they are not designable amino acids in this context. Bits 1-20 

represent chain A, 21-40 chain B and 41-60 chain C. Each sequence is scored according 

to equation (1) by counting the number of charged residues and axial salt bridges. The 

e1/e2 ratio in (1) can be utilized to explore different regions in sequence space however 

we utilize a value of 1 for e1 and 2 for e2, with the rationale that a paired salt bridge 

approximately cancels out the destabilization caused by the point mutations.12  

 

Genetic Algorithm – We start with a population of 80 random 60-bit strings. The fitness, 

c, of each member of the population is calculated using the energy score of the sequence, 

the energy score of the most stable member of the competing state ensemble and a value 

of 1 for the proportionality constant. The competing state ensemble is generated from the 

26 remaining combinations of the three segments corresponding to chains A, B and C. A 

second population is generated by picking members of the initial random population 

using a metropolis-type criterion with a probability, p, proportional to exp[-(c-cmin)/t], 

with t=1. All members of this set are paired and a new generation is produced using 

variable, randomly-selected single crossover combinations of the parent sequences. A 

mutation rate of 0.5% is used to keep genetic variability and it is increased ten-fold if 

both parent sequences happen to be identical. This algorithm is repeated until a target 

fitness is met or a set number of generations produced.  
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Peptide Synthesis – Peptides were synthesized with an Advanced Chemtech Apex 396 

synthesizer using Fmoc solid phase peptide chemistry and a Rink MBH amide resin. 

During the automated procedure, a manual addition of 15N-labelled glycine, purchased 

form Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, was carried out in position 15. All peptides 

include a tyrosine (for concentration determination) and a glycine spacer at the C-

terminus and are C-terminally amidated and N-terminal acetylated to eliminate any 

competing electrostatic interaction at the termini. The peptides were purified on a Varian 

PrepStar220 HPLC with a preparative reverse phase C-18 column using a linear 

water/acetonitrile gradient each containing 0.05% TFA and analyzed by ESI-TOF mass 

spectrometry on a Bruker microTOF instrument (available in the supplementary 

information).  

 

Sample Preparation – Concentration of stock solutions was determined by UV/Vis 

absorption at 275 nm using a molar extinction coefficient of 1400 cm-1/M. All peptide 

mixtures were prepared, annealed at 85 °C and incubated for a week at room temperature 

before experimental measurements were performed.  

 

Circular Dichroism – CD experiments were performed with a Jasco J-810 

spectropolarimeter equipped with a Peltier temperature control system. Samples were 

prepared to a total concentration of 300 µM in 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7 by 

mixing the desired peptides in the appropriate ratio (1:1 for binary samples and 1:1:1 for 

the ternary sample). Spectra were acquired between 215-250 nm to locate the maximum 

near 222 nm, which was monitored during unfolding experiments. Melting curves were 
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performed from 5 to 85 °C with a heating rate of 10 °C/hr. The first derivative of the 

melting curve was taken in order to determine the melting temperature (Tm) of the 

sample, which we define as the minimum in the derivative graph. The molar residual 

ellipticity (MRE) is calculated from the measured ellipticity using the equation: 

€ 

[θ ]= θ ×m
c× l × nr  

 
where θ is the ellipticity in mdeg, m is the molecular weight in g/mol, c is the 

concentration in mg/mL, l is the pathlength of the cuvette in cm, and nr is the number of 

amino acids in the peptide. 

 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance – NMR experiments were recorded in an 800 MHz Varian 

at 37 °C spectrometer equipped with a triple resonance probe. Samples were prepared at 

two different total peptide concentrations (1 mM for samples containing a single peptide 

and 3 mM for peptide mixtures) in a10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7 and a 9:1 ratio of 

H2O to D2O. The spectra were processed using NMRpipe20 and analyzed using ccpnmr21 

. A list of all experiments performed as well as acquisition and processing parameters are 

available in the supplementary information. Each sample containing a mixture of peptides 

was characterized using 2D total correlated spectroscopy (TOCSY), nuclear Overhauser 

effect spectroscopy (NOESY), 1H,15N-heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) 

and 2D 1H,1H-NOESY-15N-HSQC experiments while samples containing single 

sequences were characterized using 1H,15N-HSQC spectra at 37 °C. Additional 1H,15N-

HSQC spectra for the ternary mixture were acquired at 5 °C, 25 °C and 45 °C. TOCSY 

spectra with a 50 ms spinlock duration at 8 kHz were acquired with a total of 1700 
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complex points recorded in 8 scans for the directly acquired dimension while 500 

increments were used in the indirect dimension. NOESY spectra with a 100 ms mixing 

time were acquired with a total of 1700 complex points recorded in 8 scans for the 

directly acquired dimension while 500 increments were used in the indirect dimension. A 

square spectral window of 1000 Hz was used for all homonuclear spectra. For the 2D 

1H,1H-NOESY-15N-HSQC spectra a mixing time of 100 ms was used and a total of 1600 

complex points in 32 scans for the direct dimension and 400 increments for the indirect 

dimension were acquired using a spectral window of 8000 Hz for the direct dimension 

and 7200 for the indirect dimension. A total of 1208 complex points in 32 scans for the 

direct dimension and 100 increments in the indirect dimension were acquired for the 

1H,15N-HSQC experiments using a spectral window of 10000 Hz in the hydrogen 

dimension and 1200 Hz in the nitrogen dimension. Square Cosine bell window functions 

were used as apodization functions and the data was zero-filled to the next power of two 

in both dimensions. Drift and baseline corrections were applied when necessary. 

 

Homology Modeling – A model of the abg register was prepared using the Rosetta 

software suite22 using the crystal structure of a tiple helical peptide (pdb id: 1K6F) as a 

template.23 After mutating the residues using the fixed backbone design application 

rounds of flexible backbone modeling using the backrub and side chain relaxation were 

carried out. Because this particular macromolecular software suite lacks explicit 

electrostatic scoring terms but includes directional hydrogen-bonding potentials, distance 

constraints were placed upon the charged residues to bias them toward the axial salt 
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bridge conformation since this is expected based on the D(NH)-K(He) resonances 

observed in the 1H,1H-NOESY spectrum. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions 

 The main focus of the work described in this thesis has been the design and 

structural characterization of self-assembling collagen triple helices with control over 

both helical composition and register. This is a challenging task mainly due to the 

number of possible states that can be populated in a mixture of three peptides with a high 

propensity to fold into collagen-like triple helices and the fact that our understanding of 

the stabilization of homotrimeric helices is based on single amino acid contributions and 

thus cannot be used to bias the self-assembly towards a particular heterotrimer rather than 

a mixture of different triple helices. 

In order to achieve our goal we studied sequence-structure relationships within 

this protein fold, specifically how different arrangements of oppositely charged amino 

acids impact the thermal stability of a collagen triple helix. We were characterized two 

distinct interaction geometries for ionizable residues in triple helices. We named these 

interactions axial and lateral and noted that they have different sequence requirements 

depending on the relative stagger or register of the interacting chains within the helix 

(Figure 6.1). Furthermore, we are able to asses their effect on the thermal stability of self-

assembled CMPs. Despite the fact that in both contact geometries the oppositely charged 

moieties can form ionic hydrogen bonds, the axial interaction provides a large increase in 

stability while the lateral interaction behaves approximately as one would expect from the 

addition of the thermal destabilization caused by each point mutation. Although we only 

explored a limited sequence space in this thesis, it should be possible to expand the amino 

acid identities and include different residues in the X, Y, X’, Y’, positions of a host-guest 

peptide library to study the impact of different axial and lateral pairs on the thermal 
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stability of triple helical proteins. An exhaustive experimental survey of all possible 

canonical amino acid pairings would be impractical  but a simple computational 

screening algorithm can be implemented to find promising candidates. Combining 

homology models with either a rotamer repacking algorithm or a short molecular 

dynamics simulation followed by gradient minimization, favorable  atomic contacts 

between different residue identities can be identified. Although this does not guarantee 

that there will be an effect on the thermal stability of triple helical proteins, as observed 

for the axial salt bridges, it can be used as a starting point to select sequences that have a 

potential to exhibit an interesting behavior and characterize them experimentally.  

  

 
Figure 6.1. Schematic representation of axial and lateral salt bridges in triple helical 
proteins including the relative position of interacting amino acids in aligned triple helical 
sequences.   

Another important accomplishment presented in this work is the in-depth 

structural characterization of heterotrimeric collagen triple helices. We modified the 

experimental methodology available for homotrimeric helices and expanded it to  address 

problems unique to their heterotrimeric counterparts. Using this approach, we were able 

to show that the formation of interstrand axial salt-bridges can be used to drive the 
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formation of triple helical heterotrimers. Furthermore, the developed experimental 

methodology is able to show the presence of competing states that were missed utilizing 

biophysical techniques, indicating that the rational supramolecular design strategy 

developed initially developed in the laboratory, although able to direct the self-assembly 

of the desired heterotrimer, was unsuccessful in encoding sufficient information in the 

amino acid sequences to select a single state, leading to a system  composed of a mixture 

of helices.  

In order to improve upon the selectivity towards heterotrimers observed in this 

system, a rational approach to modify the sequences was developed. Utilizing the fact 

that axial salt-bridges have different register-specific sequence requirements additional 

charged residues were included in positions that allowed for the formation of axial 

contacts between the lagging and leading chain in the desired target state but not in any of 

the other possible triple helices while simultaneously destabilizing the main competing 

state, a homotrimeric helix  (Figure 6.2). This change led to a system in which only ABC 

heterotrimers folded but the presence of at least two registers of the desired composition 

was confirmed.  

Figure 6.2. Rational design strategy for the design of single-composition ABC collagen 
heterotrimers.  
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In order to realize the final goal, the formation of a single-register ABC 

heterotrimer, a computational design strategy was utilized. We developed a simple, 

sequence based stability scoring function and used it to maximize the energy gap between 

the desired target  and the next most stable competing state while minimizing the stability 

of the target state (Figure 6.3). This approach succesfully yielded sequences that fold into 

highly stable triple helices that are able to select one of the 27 states available in  the 

ternary mixture. The strategy is mainly successful because, at least to a first-order 

approximation, the axial salt bridges govern the association landscape of triple helical 

peptides in the sequence space explored in this thesis. Thus, by combining knowledge 

gained using structural biology techniques with rational supramolecular considerations 

and basic assumptions about the energy landscape of triple helical peptides we were able 

to generate sequences using an automated procedure that contain enough information to 

fold into register-specific collagen heterotrimers.  

 
Figure 6.3. Computational design strategy for the design of single-register ABC collagen 
heterotrimers.  
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 The sequence-based scoring function described here can be expanded together 

with the work outlined earlier on pair-wise interactions in triple helical peptides to 

include different amino acid identities. Such a function can be used to calculate stability 

profiles, expanding on work done for homotrimeric collagens, and specificity profiles of 

the heterotrimeric members of the collagen protein family. The idea of calculating 

specificity profiles, the difference between the most stable and 2nd most stable registers of 

a particular sequence stretch of a heterotrimeric member of the collagen family, is 

interesting as it could be used to locate natural sequences with enough information to 

direct the self-assembly of triple helices. The role of collagenous domains in the folding 

process of natural collagens is poorly understood. The initial association happens trough 

trimeric globular domains and they play a dominant role in choosing the composition of 

the helices but how or if they have a role in choosing a particular register in the case of 

heterotrimers is still an open question. Specificity profiles, coupled with experimental 

characterization of promising sequences, could be used to start unraveling the folding 

mechanism of the heterotrimeric members of this important protein family.  
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Appendix 2: Peptide Library 

 

Sequence* Abbreviation 

(POG)3PKGEOG(POG)3 KGE 

(POG)3PKGDOG(POG)3 KGD 

(PKG)10 K  

(DOG)10 D 

(POG)10 O 

(PKG)4PKGPKG(PKG)4 K* 

(DOG)4DOGDOG(DOG)4 D* 

(POG)4POGPOG(POG)4 O* 

YGPKGPKGPKGDKGPKGPKGPKGPKGDKGPKG A 

YG(DOG)4DOG(DOG)5 B 

YG(EOG)4EOG(EOG)5 B1 

YGPOGPKGPOGPOGPOGPOGPKGPOGPOGPOG C 

PKGPKGDOGPOGDKGDKGPKGPOGDKGPOGGY α  

POGDOGDKGPOGPOGDKGDOGDKGPKGDOGGY β  

PKGPOGPKGDKGPOGPOGDKGPOGDOGDOGGY γ  

* Bold and underlined amino acids are uniformly 15N‐ and 13C‐labeled; bold amino 
acids are uniformly 15N‐labeled. 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Appendix 3: Mass Spectrometry of the Peptides Synthesized 

 

ESI-TOF MS data for the peptides synthesized for Chapter 2 

 
Peptide KGE expected: 1123.0[M+2H]2+ , Observed = 1122.9[M+2H]2+ 

 
 

 

Peptide KGDexpected: 1116.0[M+2H]2+ , Observed = 1115.6 [M+2H]2+ 
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MALDI-TOF MS data for the peptides synthesized for Chapter 3 

 

 

Peptide K* Expected: 2897.7[H+], Observed: 2898.1[H+] 

 

                  Peptide O* Expected: 2762.2[Na+], Observed: 2762.4[Na+] 
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Peptide D* Expected: 2919.6[H+], Observed: 2920.1[H+]. 

 

 

ESI-TOF MS data for the peptides synthesized for Chapter 4 

 

 

Peptide A Expected: 1032.9 [M+3H]3+ , Observed = 1032.8 [M+3H]3+ 
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Peptide B Expected: 1546.0 [M+2H]2+ , Observed = 1545.8 [M+2H]2+ 
 

 

 

Peptide B1 Expected: 1616.1 [M+2H]2+ , Observed = 1615.8 [M+2H]2+ 
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Peptide C Expected: 1471.2 [M+2H]2+ , Observed = 1470.9 [M+2H]2+ 
 

 

ESI-TOF MS data for the peptides synthesized for Chapter 5 

 

 

Peptide α  Expected: 1557.8 [M+2H]2+ , Observed = 1558.0 [M+2H]2+ 
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Peptide β  Expected: 1560.7 [M+2H]2+ , Observed = 1561.0 [M+2H]2+ 

 

 

Peptide γ  Expected: 1542.7 [M+2H]2+ , Observed = 1543.0 [M+2H]2+ 
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Appendix 4: Melting Temperatures of the Studied Peptides and Peptide Mixtures∗ 

Ref. Abbr.  Sequence∧ Tm (°C)≠ 

(1) K⌘ (PKG)10 - 

(1) D⌘ (DOG)10  - 

(1) O⌘ (POG)10 68 

(1) K/D⌘  41 

(1) K/D/O⌘  64 

p. 32 KGE⌘ (POG)3PKGEOG(POG)3 51 

p. 32 KGD⌘ (POG)3PKGDOG(POG)3 48 

p. 91 A§ YGPKGPKGPKGDKGPKGPKGPKGPKGDKGPKG - 

p. 91 B§ YG(DOG)4DOG(DOG)5 - 

p. 91 C§ YGPOGPKGPOGPOGPOGPOGPKGPOGPOGPOG 51 

p. 91 A/B§  30 

p. 91 B/C§  46 

p. 91 A/C§  51 

p. 91 A/B/C§  60 

p. 93 B1§ YG(EOG)4EOG(EOG)5 - 

p. 93 A/B1§  32 

p. 93 B1/C§  42 

p. 93 A/B1/C§  52 

p. 118 α⌘ PKGPKGDOGPOGDKGDKGPKGPOGDKGPOGGY - 

p. 118 β⌘ POGDOGDKGPOGPOGDKGDOGDKGPKGDOGGY - 

p. 118 γ⌘ PKGPOGPKGDKGPOGPOGDKGPOGDOGDOGGY 32 

p. 118 α/β⌘  34 

p. 118 β/γ ⌘  43 

p. 118 α/γ⌘  43 

p. 118 α/β/γ ⌘  58 
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≠ Melting temperature defined as the minimum in the derivative of the unfolding curve 
with respect to temperature. Samples showing linear transitions are denoted by “-”. 

∧ Bold and underlined amino acids are uniformly 15N- and 13C-labeled; bold amino 
acids are uniformly 15N-labeled.  
⌘ Peptides are acetylated at the N-terminus and amides at the C-terminus  
§ Peptides are free amines at the N-Terminus and amides at the C-terminus. 

Reference 

(1) Gauba, V.; Hartgerink, J. D. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2007, 129, 15304-15041. 

 
*All samples tabulated under annealed conditions and equimolar ratios for mixtures, for 
details refer to the experimental section of each chapter. 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